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When you're in command of a Riker switcher,
you ve got the video right where you want it.
Uncer control. You can select or mix your
video sources with new ease and flexibility.

A button. A dial A lever. And video things
happen. Like additive/nonadditive mixing.
Special effects by the score. Film control/tape
start -stop. Automatic double re-entry.
And lots more.
High performance in differential phase, gain
and frequency response ensure excellent picture
qual ty. Switching speeds in the nanosecond
range during the vertical interval result in
smooth, invisible transitions.

If you're interested in building the switching
and quality control capabilities of your station,

write or call Riker-the one company in the TV
broadcast industry offering a complete line of
all splid-state instrumentation for video
analisis, simulat on and control.

no other

switcher lets

yqu do so much
with your video
wattranizit
PRODUCTS FOR VIDEO ANALYSIS, SIMULATION & CONTROL

RIKER VIDEO INDUSTRIES, INC. 100 Parkway Drive South, Hauppauge, Long Island, N.Y. 11787 (516) 483.5200
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"Encoded COLOR camera chain for $30,000.

But don't hold your breath for delivery...right?"
Wrong! Cohu delivers in 30 days.
You heard us right, friend. $30,000

buys our 1000 Series tri-vidicon
camera-complete with solid-state
camera control unit and NTSC video

encoder. Less lens and cabling, of
curse. And we do deliver in thirty days.

For your mobile unit, $31,000 buys
tie same chain with our 61/2 -inch
electronic viewfinder. Camera with
f nder weighs a mere 58 pounds.

Prices are FOB San Diego.

Additional export charge.
Place purchaseordersdirect
with your nearest Cohu
engineering representative. Or, call Bob Boulio
at 714-277-6700. TWX

910-335-1244. Box
623, San Diego, California 92112.

CCP IHI ILJI

mi_mc-rmonais, INC
SAN DIEGO DIVISION
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SOPHISTICATED

ROUGHNECKS
FROM TWO TO TWELVE CAMERAS
The onI# TV broadcast vans built by broadcasters for broadcasters!
Each van is made to order
big, small, or in between - to fit the
needs of each station. And each van (as well as the equipment inside)
is built to last long after others are dead and gone.

Only CBS Laboratories now makes a rolling TV studio that can
scramble around in the roughest places -- yet carry the most sophistica'ed equipment imaginable. The interior shown is a portion
of the production area of the van above. Not shown are the audio,
video, and other control areas that can handle virtually any kind of
broadcast needed .

.

film, tape, color

you name it. But any van

can be designed from the bottom up to handle what you need.
Write for details. Or phone (203) 327-2000.
PROFESSIONAL

!
,-4

'4

lijPRODCTS

Stamford, Connecticut. A Division of
Columbia B,oacicasting System, In:,
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ADD

ENGINEERS' EXCHANGE

CONTROLLED
DIMENSION
with the new

FAIRCHILD
REVERBERTRONS!
The use of controlled reverberation has gained wide acceptance in the professional
recording field because the

Monitor
Calibration Problem
We have encountered a problem
with the Hewlett-Packard 335B Frequency -Modulation Monitor. When

the transmitter is on, and the operator switches from the USE position

apparently louder than the

to the CALIBRATE position, the monitor frequency -deviation meter goes
negative, and the modulation meter
does not come up to 100%.
Many engineers believed the cause
of the problem was a bad or
dirty mode -position switch, and consequently they tried correcting it

same non -reverberated signal.

with a contact cleaner. However, it

use of reverberation in several

microphone channels produces records that have wide

audience appeal. Simply

stated: reverberated sound
produces hit records. Secondly, reverberated sound is
The use of reverb in broadcasting and sound re -enforce-

ment is becoming equally
more popular for the same
reasons: A more pleasing

commercial sound and production of a signal that is apparently louder for the same
signal level.

TWO COMPACT
REVERB SYSTEMS...
Now FAIRCHILD has created two
electro-mechanical reverberation

systems that produce a sound,

termed by recording studio mixers
-the experts who know what they
hear, as "extremely natural sound

possessing the quality of good
acoustical reverb chambers." The

--E111

MI WI EN IN MI

has been found that by replacing
the 6AC7 (V 1, the local crystal
oscillator tube) the problem may be
solved.
-Sherman Clapman

that a small piece of electric
clothes -drier heating element could
be used to provide a suitable voltage
drop for measurement.
With a 31/2 -inch piece of the element, shown as R I, the accompanyus

ing circuit was developed. T1 is a
door -bell transformer, but a filament
transformer should serve equally

well. The lamp is not vital to the
circuit but can be used inside the
transmitter building as a quick indicator of tower -light operation. C2
serves to reduce RF interference.
The unit is inserted in series with
the tower -light circuit. With all the

lights on (four obstruction lights
and two 600 -watt beacons in our
case ), the voltage drop across RI
is about 1.5 volts. Any variation in
the voltage as read on the remote
meter indicates failure of one or
more of the individual bulbs.

Remote Tower -Light
Indicator
When it became necessary to install a device to indicate the operation of the tower lights through our
remote -control unit, it occurred to

The unit, built on a 7" X 5" X
2" aluminum chassis, would have
cost about $10 if it had been necessary to purchase the parts. It has
been installed for nearly a year and
has given us no problem.
-Robert Brigham

TO TOWER
LIGHTS

two models differ more in their
flexibility and cost rather than in
reverberation effect.
MODEL 658A
The 658A is a complete solid
state reverberation system with
electronically controlled reverb
time adjustments up to
5 seconds, mixing control for
adjustment of reverberated
to non -reverberated signal ratios:
reverb equalization at 2. 3 and
5 KHZ. Size, 2442 x 19"

42.4

MODEL 658B
Compact, reverberation system
for the 'big' sound in a small
space. Contains reverb equalization
in mid and low frequency range;
level control; solid state design.
Size: Only 51/4 x 3 x 10" deep.

17VA C

The "sound" of the Model 658A and 6588
REVERBERTRONS will satisfy the most demanding audio engineer. Their pricing and
size makes them even more appealing.
Write to FAIRCHILD-the pacemaker in profes-

sional audio products - for complete details.

FAIRCHILD
RECORDING EQUIPMENT CORPORATION
10-40 45th Ave, Long Island City 1, N. Y.

Coming in the January issue

.

.

.

Broadcast Engineering

Buyers' Guide Section
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SOLID-STATE
/NTER
VERT/CAL
VAL
SWITCHERS

G

AUTOMATIC SENSING FOR COMP/NON-COMP, SYNCHRONOUS/NON-SYNCHRONOUS
OPERATIONS INTEGRATED CIRCUITS, WITH INDEPENDENT POWER AND TRIGGER
PULSE SUPPLY FOR EACH BUSS EIGHT STANDARD MODELS OR CUSTOM DESIGNS
ENGINEERED FOR STUDIO PRODUCTION, OR AUTOMATIC PROGRAMMING SHORT
TERM DELIVERY MOST COMPACT SWITCHERS AVAILABLE

ATAtti

ELFA, nit Pi

INDLSTR1

142 CENTRAL AVE., CLARK, NEW JERSEY 07066 (201) 382-3700
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BBRC/Miratel's TU Monitor
SOLID -STATE -AND PROVEN

This is a TU Series eight -inch b/w utility monitor
from Ball Brothers Research Corporation's Miratel Division.
Miratel makes the TU with transistors for added
reliability, and reduced heating. No big array of vacuum tubes.
No heating problem. TU monitors have regulated
power supplies, and are available with display tube sizes
from eight through 27 inches. They are NASA proven and
competitively priced. We could go on and on about solid
state quality and performance, but our monitors can say it
better than we can. Contact us for data sheets and
an evaluation of the TU in your operation.

MIRATEL DIVISION BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORPORATION 3600 RICHARDSON STREET NEW BRIGHTON ST PAUL, MINNESOTA 55112
MIRATEL

Circle Item 6 on Tech Data Card
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Solid State Color STABilizing AMPlifier
with A.G.C. model VI -500

Ultra Stable Circuitry
through complete and accurate
tempera:Vre compensation
AUTOMATIC VIDEO LEVEL CONTROL
Maintains video peaks constant to a preset level, with
reference to blanking.
CLAMPING
Sync tip clamps remove hum, tilt and other low frequency
disturbances. Where excessive negative spikes or transient -noise are present, additional noise immunity is
available with an external pulse regenerator at $300.00
SYNC LEVEL
Sync level is mcfntained at a constant amplitude despite
large variations in input.
EQUALIZATION
Accurately compensates for losses in up to 1000 feet of
coaxial cable.
REMOTE CONTROLS
Automatic/Manual video gain
Sync Level

White Clip
Chroma Control

CHROMA CONTROL
Chroma response continuously adjustable

t-_4db. from

unity.

For Automatic chroma feature to assure constant burst
level, add $200.00.
WHITE STRETCH

Stretch adjustments provide a high degree of flexibility
to compensate linearity characteristics of transmitters of
all ages.
NON -COMPOSITE COLOR OUTPUT

Mono or Color non composite output board in lieu of
white stretch for additional $100.00.
APPLICATION

At the input to all transmitters (VHF, UHF. 2500 MHz)
and remote inputs to your station. You may use the non
composite output (color or mono) and bring it into your
switcher for mixing with local signals. You may use it at

input and output of VTR's including helical scan
recorders. At the line output of your switcher, at the
input and output of microwave equipment and for air

the

By-pass switch

WHITE CLIP
Adjustable sharp white clip remains fixed with respect
to blanking.

pick-ups.

Remote controls $150.00 . . . One out of 3 stations in the country
Price for the 41-500 still $1,750.00
already enjoys the benefits of this stabilizing amp.
GOOD ENGINEERING IS VITAL

Write for complete information and specifications.

VITAL INDUSTRIES
November, 1967
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SOUTHWEST ARCHER ROAD
GAINESVILLE.
FLORIDA -PHONE 378.1581
3 614
9

PROVE
DYNAMIC
PERFORMANCE
WITH
DIFFERENTIAL GAIN MEASUREMENTS
50% APL
Normal Display

50% APL
Expanded Display

Same Test 10%
APL Normal
Display

Same Test 10%
APL Expanded
Display

Same Test 90%
APL Normal
Display

Same Test 90%
APL Expanded
Display

RHL VIDEO TEST SIGNAL GENERATORS

The TSP Series of test equipment represent selfcontained versatile units for use with colour and
monochrome television systems. They utilize all
solid state circuitry for compactness and reiability
and comprise up to ten modules selected in fifteen
different combinations. Information on any particular module is readily available on request ... the
one of most immediate interest is .
.

.

VARIABLE A.P.L. GENERATOR (Model 52508)

This is a single module device for use in the TSP test

system. Used in conjunction with the Staircase
Generator (Model 52507) it provides a means of
changing the average picture level (APL) of the test

signal. By permitting the static simulation of the
dynamic conditions of predominantly high or low
energy content video signals, measurements of differential gain and phase for all these various conditions provide a more conclusive proof of performance.

Richmond Hill Laboratories' equipment is covered by a comprehensive 5 year warranty.
FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND SPECIFICATIONS CONTACT

RICHMOND HILL LABORATORIES LIMITED
1610 MIDLAND AVE., SCARBOROUGH, ONT. PHONE: (416) 757-3631 TELEX: RHL TOR 02-29803
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LOOK AT IT

THIS
300

Because Superior E -X -T -E -N -D -E -D Spec-

trum Coaxials cover the full range to 300
MHz and beyond with no discontinuities,
you get more transmission space than with
standard coaxials. And the new 84 MHz
segment (from 216 to 300) now available

216

to you provides sufficient band width
for up to 14 additional 6 MHz TV channels.

This means you can provide more service
and gain more revenue.

It's to your advantage to order Superior
E -X -T -E -N -D -E -D Spectrum Aerial and

Direct Burial Coaxials.

SUPERIOR

Standard Coaxials

E -X -T -E -N -O -E -D

have limited range

SPECTRUM

with many areas of

COAXIAIS

cover the full

hidden discontinuities

range to 300 MHz
and beyond with
NO DISCONTINUITIES

"ALUMAGARD" Aluminum Sheathed

FM

"COPPERGARD" Copper Shielded
with CELL -O -AIR® expanded polyethylene

dielectric or solid natural
polyethylene dielectric.

For detailed information and prices, write

50

SUPERIOR

SALES and SERVICE DIVISION
SUPERIOR CONTINENTAL CORPORATION
Hickory, North Carolina 28601
P. 0. Box 2327
Telephone 704/328.2171
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Now, from a single source,
a full range of TV studio
engineering services.
Studio engineers seeking the
best in TV broadcasting technology rely on Federal Electric
Corporation's full range of
studio services, backed by the
experience, skill and resources
of ITT, world leader in communications research and
engineering.

Federal Electric offers studio
design, installation,and backup
maintenance,custom-tailored
to improve your studio's effi-

ciency and flexibility. Result:
your station equipment is
current, competitive and profit making.

We design systems, select,
install, tuneup and checkout
equipment, and deliver as installed records and technical
manuals. Whether you are
building a station from the
ground up ... adding remote
pickup ... converting from
monochrome to color ... or

merely adding updated or
expanded recording facilities,
you'll find that service from
Federal Electric brings you
top professional people, fully
matured in TV studio
engineering.
ITT's Service Associate,
Federal Electric Corporation,
621 Industrial Avenue,
Paramus, N. J. 07652.
(201) 967-2554

ITT
12
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DESIGN

by Reinhard Plantz
-Scientific research forms
the basis for a design that

CONSIDERATIONS FOR

achieves the desired results.

A LAVALIER MICROPHONE
Lavalier microphones

designed

for high -quality reproduction must
reproduce the human voice without

modifying the sound and without
introducing troublesome noises due
to motion of the unit against clothing, etc. In short, the sound reproduction of such a microphone must
be indistinguishable from that of a
quality microphone used on a stand.
Because of the frequency -dependent
directional characteristic of the

mouth, which radiates sound predominantly in a straight line, and
the presence of noise -absorbing material (clothing) near the transducer,
many problems must be overcome.
Futhermore, the lavalier micro-

phone must operate in the sound
field found in the region of the
chest, which is an excellent radiator. Thus, the lavalier environment
is quite different from that of a
microphone placed on a stand in
front of a speaker or performer.

picture of what "optimum response"
means in the lavalier environment.
it is necessary to measure the
relative frequency dependence, over
the entire voice range, of the sound pressure level at the sound port
of the lavalier microphone. To this
end, the research of Olson, Preston,

recorder. A second microphone, M2,
identical to M 1, is placed in the
vicinity of the subject's breastbone.

The signal from M2 is fed to the
second channel of the tape re-

corder. This procedure readily facilitates comparison of the sounds
received at the two locations.

and Bleazey (1) and the extensive
measurements of Yamamoto and

The taped signals are played
back and fed through a 1/3 -octave

Nishimura (2) are useful. Especially
notable in the latter work is the fact
that a life-sized, fully clothed dum-

filter

In order to arrive at a realistic

with

each

can also be followed with two single-track machines which have the
same frequency response. However,
the tapes must be made at the same
time, since it is extremely difficult

my was employed. The head of
the dummy contained an artificial

"mouth" (radiating transducer),
which was excited with sine -wave
signals for the frequency tests.
Other significant experiments
were conducted by the German

to duplicate

emphasis, loudness,

etc., in a second reading. The only
important consideration is that the
sounds picked up by the two microphones be available for simulta-

Television Research Institute,
which measured the sound -pressure
levels in the region of the breastbone.

neous comparison.
The analysis was

The measurement was accomplished using the test setup shown

facilitated

through the use of a 1/3 -octave an-

Fig. 1. Subject P is placed
approximately 1 meter from micro-

to a level recorder having a maximum stylus
displacement of 2 mm/sec and a

in

Optimum Transducer
Frequency Response

for camparison

other. Of course, this procedure

alyzer, connected

phone MI (the reference microphone). The signal from Ml is fed

paper velocity of 0.3 mm/sec. This

to channel 1 of a dual -channel tape

precise, time-consuming technique

MI
+12

+8

1/

+4

"N

\

-\

0

Lepin n 0

RECORDING HEADS

4

PLAYBACK HEADS

----

TWO -TRACK TAPE RECORDER

AVERAGE

MAXIMUM DEVIATION
I

-12
50
RESPONSE
RECORDER
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Fig. 1. Microphone comparison setup.

100

Fig.

2. Microphone response in region of the breastbone (for male subjects).
13

The desired microphone response

+12

curve, based upon the results
.-\

+8

This curve

is valid for pressure
receivers (omnidirectional charac-

/
+4

0

//

I
1

\

..-

/....

teristic) when used to pick up the
male voice. A gradual roll -off, beginning at 8 kHz, is permissible,

,....,.

- \

down 3 dB at 10 kHz and 5 dB at
12 kHz from the theoretical curve.
The attenuation produced by this
roll -off is not considered harmful

4

ss,

----

8

AVERAGE

to the accurate

MAXIMUM DEVIATION
-12
50

100

i

i

200

500

2000

5000

10000

illustrates

FREQUENCY IHz1

Fig. 3. Microphone response in region of the breastbone (for female subjects).

greater deviations in sound pressure levels occur, extending to 7 dB
in the six subjects tested.

human speech, which consists primarily of impulse -like waveforms.

In order to increase the accuracy

The pressure dropoff at higher

of measurement, six separate tape
loops were analyzed with the filter recorder combination.
By comparing the pressure level

frequencies results primarily from
the highly directional characteristic

at M2 versus that at M I, one can
explore the relative frequency
dependence of the sound level ap-

Preston, and Bleazey, and Yamamoto and Nishimura. Surprising is
the rise in sound pressure level en-

of the mouth as

lavalier microphone. The median
distance of M2 to the subject's
mouth was 27 cm, which adequately approximates the average
demands placed on the lavalier

microphone in its normal environment. Fig. 2 illustrates the average,
maximum, and minimum values of
sound pressure in the region of the
breastbone, as measured with six
male subjects of various sizes. In
the region from 80 Hz to 4 kHz, the
deviation is unexpectedly small, remaining at a value of approximately
2 dB. At frequencies above 4 kHz,

a

radiator, and

follows closely the results of Olson,

pearing at the aperture of the

countered in the range of 700 to
.

800 Hz.
The same measurment procedure
was duplicated with six female sub-

jects. The results are shown in Fig.
3. The individual differences above
1

kHz are generally greater than

with the male subjects. A slight increase

is

also observable

midfrequency area,

in

the

approximately

100 Hz higher than for the male
subjects and generally' more pronounced (though narrower). However, these differences between
groups are considerably smaller

than one might at first expect.

+12

+8

\
+4
RECEIVER

HIGH -FREQUENCY

obtained

dioid) principle. When these

measurements are made with an

identical microphone utilizing
pressure -receiver principles, the re-

except below 200
Hz. In that region, the proximity

sults coincide,

effect causes the descrepancy.
Practical tests have been con-

ducted with a lavalier microphone
designed with the "ideal" response
shown in Fig. 4. The results indicated that trained listeners could

detect no subjective differences between its reproduction and that of a
comparable flat -response studio microphone placed on a stand in "normal" position. However, when the
increased sound pressure encountered in the region around 700 Hz
is not compensated for, a typical
"lavalier" sound is readily observed.
Another result of comparison tests
indicated that separate correction

is unnecessary for male and female
speakers. Any improvement which
special corrective filter for female subjects may produce was
a

found entirely out of proportion to
the design complexity that would
need to be introduced. Such a filter
would be required to provide separate compensation both in the 700-

Directional Characteristic

Most lavalier microphones have
been dynamic pressure receivers,

4

....,-

responding to higher frequencies
with a spherical characteristic. A
highly directional response, to elim-

PRESSURE -GRADIENT

-8

RECEIVER

-12
100

200

500

1000

2000

5000

inate undesirable disturbing noises,
was found to be unnecessary except

10000

FREQUENCY (Hz)

14

response

above 1 kHz.

DECREASE

4.

the

with a lavalier microphone operating on the pressure -gradient (car-

PERMISSIBLE

0

Fig.

of

800 Hz region and in the region
X

PRESSURE

50

reproduction

speech or singing. The dotted line
1000

is necessary for adequate analysis of

al-

ready discussed, is shown in Fig. 4.

Response curves for pressure receiver vs

pressure -gradient

receiver.

in rare cases. Since the lavalier
working distance is relatively small,

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

averaging about 25 to 27 cm, the
microphone operates under extremely favorable conditions for suppression

R

M

0

MM

0

RL

C
CM

R.

of reverberation and similar

YO

C

I?, INTERNAL IMPEDANCE OF

ant room, the microphone is well
within the rigion where the direct
sound is far stronger than the re-

DYNAMIC ELEMENT

MO RESONATOR MASS

RF *DAMPING RESISTOR OF FILTER

CO =RESONATOR COMPLIANCE

flected sound.
One application where special
characteristics would seem most

LF FILTER INDUCTANCE

Ro - RESONATOR LOSS RESISTOR

MM DIAPHRAGM MASS

CF FILTER CAPACITANCE

CM = DIAPHRAGM COMPLIANCE

advantageous

is in large halls,
where a public-address system is
used to amplify sound from the
microphone. In such applications,

ML
RL

AIR -GAP MASS

Fig. 6. Electrical equivalent circuit.

AIR -GAP LOSS RESISTOR

Cv1 COMPLIANCE OF SPACE BETWEEN
DIAPHRAGM AND POLE DISC

a lavalier microphone with a cardioid characteristic will result in a

Cv2 COMPLIANCE OF SPACE INSIDE CASE

5 -dB suppression of ambient noise.

However, because of proximity to
the body and other effects, the directional pattern of the microphone
will vary from the optimum as its
nearness to the body changes.
In actual tests conducted by the
Norddeutsche Rundfunk, it was
shown that a cardioid dynamic
microphone increased the level at

which feedback occurred by 3 or
4 dB. However, this advantage appears relatively useless in the light
of the greater sensitivity
tion of the cardioid mircophone,
as shown by Dr. Griese (3). Even
an ordinary dynamic microphone
exhibits considerable vibration
pickup, and special means must be
devised for reducing microphone
vibration sensitivity.

Precautions to Counteract
Noise Pickup
While the lavalier microphone
possesses the advantage of being
at a constant distance from the

mouth of the speaker, it also presents, for the same reason, the inherent problem of being mounted,
in

GENERATED VOLTAGE

V

problems. Even in a small, reverber-

Fig. 5. Equivalent acoustic circuit.

attachment should provide for the

in dynamic microphones, which re-

microphone to rest as rigidly against
the body as possible.

sults in a flat frequency response
to 2 kHz; above this frequency, a
slight rise can be noted, with maximum at 5 kHz of 6.5 dB. The

Of equal concern is the problem
of sound pickup when the microphone cable rubs against some ob-

ject. Practical experience has
shown that additional vibrational
insulation must be provided. An

effective means is to suspend the
transducing element elastically from
both housing and strain relief.

A Practical Design

According to Fig. 4, the ideal
frequency response of a lavalier

microphone should coincide with
the solid line up to 5 kHz, and
above 5 kHz it can follow the dash
line. The necessary attenuation in

700 Hz is easily
achieved in an ominidirectional
dynamic microphone. The equithe

region of

valent acoustic
in

Fig.

5.

is

dip

in

the

frequency

response is achieved by means of
a filter in parallel with the voice
coil, as shown in Fig. 6. In the
actual resign represented by the
figure, CF has a capacitance of
0.58 mfd, and LF has an inductance
of 90 mh. Resistor RF is 150 ohms,
the sum of the voice -coil resistance
and that of LF. The action of such
a circuit can be seen in Fig. 7. The
response obtained without the filter
is shown with a dash line, while the
result with the filter closely approximates that outlined previously.

A mechanical design chosen to

achieve vibration insulation is

circuit is shown
mass in the

shown in Fig. 8; the design is based
on a double -housing construction.
The inner housing is an aluminum

larger than usual

Please turn to page 62

The air

air gap, ML,

necessary

effect, on the speaker. It is,
prone to noise pickup

therefore,

due to the sounds of the case rubbing against clothing,

or of the

cable moving along the floor. These
noises are carried to the microphone by a combination of me-

5dB

- WITH FILTER
-- WITHOUT FILTER

chanical vibration and airborne

A

sound.

Special attention must be given
to maximum noise suppression. One
of the most obvious means, of
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course, is to make the microphone
case smooth and without sharp
edges. In addition, the means of
November, 1967

Fig.

7. Response curve shows result of circuit arrangement shown in

Fig. 6.
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COLOR -TV BASICS
COLOR -SIGNAL

Part 2 of the color series examines the
requirements the color signal must meet.

REQUIREMENTS

Last month the principles of colorimetry and the

without any modification of the receiver. In addition,

nature of human vision were examined. In this second
part of the color -basics series, the requirements of the
color signal are described.
The composite color signal not only must carry color
information, but it must also be compatible with the
long-established system of monochrome television. In
other words, the signal must be such that it can be received on a monochrome receiver in black and white

the part of the signal which conveys color must be
transmitted in such a manner that it does not appreciably

affect the quality or type of picture reproduced by the
monochrome receiver.
The signal must represent the scene according to its

color, and the colors must be transmitted in terms of
the three chosen primaries-red, green, and blue. By
some means, the three physical aspects of brightness,
hue, and saturation must be conveyed by the signal
for each color in the scene, because the eye sees color
in terms of these aspects.

color system compatible, the
specifications of the standard monochrome signal had
to be retained. This meant that such things as the chan-

nel width of 6 MHz; the aspect ratio of 4 to 3; the
number of scanning lines per frame of 525; the horizontal -scanning and vertical -scanning rates of 15,750
and 60 Hz, respectively; and the video bandwidth of
4.25 MHz had to remain the same within narrow
tolerances. To these basic specifications, provisions

had to be added to convey the color elements by
means of a signal which will hereafter be known as

(C) 5TH HARMONIC -5

the chrominance signal.

Even if the same specifications were retained, the
COMBINED

ID) 8TH HARMONIC - 8
COMBINED
WAVES

j._,WAVES

A, B, & C

_

A&B

_

(E) PERIODIC WAVEFORM RECURRING RATE = 1
COMBINED

/WAVES
A, B, C, & D

color system would not be compatible if the composite
color signal did not contain a signal which would convey brightness. To satisfy this requirement, a signal
which is representative of the brightness of the colors
in the scene must be transmitted together with the
chrominance signal. This brightness signal is very much

the same as the video signal used in standard monochrome transmission, and it will be referred to hereafter as the luminance signal. It is transmitted by amplitude modulation of the picture carrier in such a
manner that an increase in brightness corresponds to
a decrease in the amplitude of the carrier envelope.

IF) PERIODIC WAVEFORM RECURRING RATE -1
0

TIME
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Fig. 1. Sine -wave components make up periodic waveform.
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Color could be transmitted by three separate signals,
each representing a primary color, but a channel width
of at least 12.75 MHz would then be required. Since
this would not satisfy the requirement for compatibility,
color had to be represented in some other manner in
order to utilize the standard 6 -MHz channel width.

The chrominance and luminance signals are included within the normal 4.25 -MHz video bandwidth
by an interleaving process. This process is possible
because the energy of the luminance signal concentrates
at specific intervals in the frequency spectrum. The
spaces between these intervals are relatively devoid of
energy, and the energy of the chrominance signal can
be caused to concentrate in these spaces. A detailed
discussion of the interleaving process is presented
later in this article.
The chrominance signal is conveyed by means of a
subcarrier, the frequency of which was chosen to accomplish the desired interleaving. Three signals-for

red, green, and blue-are obtained from the camera.
Portions of these three signals are used to form the
luminance signal. This leaves three signals which are
referred to as color -difference signals. Two of these
are proportionately mixed together to form two other
signals that are used to modulate the chrominance subcarrier.

A method of modulation known as divided -carrier
modulation may be employed in order to place two
different signals upon the same carrier. The subcarrier
is effectively split into two parts, and each part is modulated separately. Then the two portions are combined
to form the resultant chrominance signal. The amplitude and phase of this signal vary in accordance with
variations in the modulating signals. A change in amplitude of the chrominance signal represents a change
in color saturation, and a change in phase represents a
change in hue.

A reference signal of the same frequency as the
subcarrier is transmitted in the composite color signal.
This reference signal, called the color burst, has a fixed
phase angle and is employed by the color receiver in
order to detect properly the colors represented by the
chrominance signal.
In the foregoing discussion, it has been shown that
the composite color signal contains a luminance signal
and a chrominance signal. A color -burst signal is also
transmitted along with the conventional blanking and

ciple discovered by Mertz and Gray.' Their studies
concerning the scanning process used in telephotography and television revealed that the energy produced
by scanning an image concentrates at specific intervals
in the frequency spectrum. It was further shown that
these points of energy concentration occur at frequencies computed as whole multiples of the scanning rate.
The actual proof of this phenomenon involves a series
of complicated mathematical formulas not practical to
reproduce here, but a more or less general idea of the
reasons for such energy concentration is presented in
order to help the reader to understand the interleaving
process.

A mathematical solution would show that any video
signal produced by scanning an image contains an infinite number of pure sine waves. As an example, wave-

form E in

Fig.
can be matched by combining
waveforms A, B, and C. If the eighth harmonic of
1

waveform A is added to waveform E, waveform F will
result. Note that the frequency of each of the pure sine
waves is either the fundamental or a harmonic of the
recurring rate of waveforms E and F. Although more
complex than waveform E or F, every video waveform
is composed of harmonically related sine -wave components.

The monochrome video waveform shown in Fig. 2
contains an infinite number of sine waves which have
frequencies that are multiples of the fundamental fre-

quency of the entire waveform. Because this fundamental frequency is determined by the rate of scanning, a video waveform produced by scanning an image

at a constant rate will contain an infinite number of
sine waves which have frequencies that are harmonics
of the line -scanning frequency. If the waveform shown
in this figure were followed through several successive
scanning lines, there would be very little change in its
Mertz, Pierre and Frank Gray, "A Theory of Scanning and Its

Relation to the Characteristics of the Transmitted Signal in Telephotography and Television," The Bell System Technical Journal,
Vol. XIII, No. 3, July 1934.

sweep -synchronizing signals. Next, the methods em-

ployed in making up the composite color signal will
be examined in greater detail.
The Interleaving Process

The interleaving process, as mentioned previously,
makes it possible to transmit the composite color signal within a channel no wider than that used for monochrome transmission. The process stems from a prin-

Fig. 2. Video waveform from horizontal picture scanning.
November, 1967

(B) Waveform for 11/2 bright lines in (A)
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KAPPA GETS VIDEO CABLE

of

a

PERFORMANCE ...WITHOUT CABLE !

80

Z

We replace it!

5

... with Kappa Super -n Delay Lines. As a result we can

help you avoid large coils of video cable, storage compartments, and
separate equalizers. Kappa Super -r) Delay Lines outperform conventional
(m -derived) lines because they are more efficient ...
greater delay -bandwidth from fewer components. The performance of Kappa

a
a

Super -r1 more nearly approaches constant delay at all transmitted frequencies
... an essential characteristic of the ideal low pass, dispersionless delay line.

Unit -to -unit uniformity and excellent temperature stability are also

marked features of Kappa Super -ti Video Delay Lines.
Where you need equalized cable performance without physical length
in your video systems, do the job efficiently and economically ... use Kappa
Super -1 Delay Lines!
KAPPA SUPER -h VIDEO CABLE SIMULATOR GUIDE

Model No.

ACTUAL
SIZE

Length of
Cable
Simulated*
(In feet)

10A50

50

10A100
10A150
10A200

100

10A250

150

200
250

±2 ft. or 2%. whichever is greater.

Approx.
Delay
Range
(nsec.)

Package
Length

(x'/."

square)
5"
8"
11"
14"
16"

Max.
Insertion
Loss
(db)

78

0.5

Price**
$52.75
$69-50

157

1.0

235

1.5

$8625

314

2.0

392

25

$103 00
$119 75

**Additional discounts available for quantity orders.

SPECIFICATIONS OF KAPPA SERIES 10A SUPER -H DELAY LINES
Impedance: 75 ohms *
less than 0.25% for sin' T Pulse
I( factor:

Cross talk:

I

I

less than 46 db

Size:
Case material:
Finish:

Vs" square x length required
Eiectro-tinned brass
Mil -spec gray lacquer

KAPPA NETWORKS,

I

I

165 ROOSEVELT AVENUE CARTERET, NEW JERSEY 07008 TEL ( 201) 541 4226
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SI DEBANDS AT
MULTIPLES OF 30 Hz

30 Hz
60 Hz
90 Hz
120 Hz
u)(1
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2

I

1111111D

I

1111116

3RD

FRAME

REPETITION

HORIZONTAL
SCANNING

FREQUENCY

FREQUENCY

HARMONICS OF HORIZONTAL
(EXPANDED SCALE)

SCANNING FREQUENCY

Representation of the distribution of energy in the frequency spectrum of a standard monochrome video signal.

Fig. 3.

composition. Thus, the waveform recurs at the line scanning frequency.

It follows that for an image which is not moving
rapidly, the waveform of a particular line will be repeated during the scanning of each successive frame;
therefore, the waveform also recurs at the frame rate.
As a result of repeated scanning, a number of recurring waveforms at the frame frequency and at the line scanning frequency are produced.
Since the transmitted signal is comprised of recurring
waveforms at the frame and line frequencies, and since
these waveforms contain an infinite number of waves
which have frequencies that are harmonics of the frame

and line frequencies, concentrations of energy occur
in the video spectrum at whole multiples of the frame
and line frequencies. More energy concentrates at multiples of the line -scanning rate than at multiples of the
frame rate because of the greater number of successive
waveforms at the line frequency.
Present-day monochrome transmission follows this
principle of energy distribution. The drawing presented
in Fig. 3 shows the frequencies at which the concentrations of energy occur. It may be noted that nearly half
the video spectrum is unused.
Since the scanning rates for the chrominance signal

and for the luminance signal are the same, the concentrations of energy produced by both are spaced at
the same intervals. It is feasible, therefore, that the
bands of concentrated energy of the chrominance sig-

nal could be spaced between the bands of the luminance signal. As seen in Fig. 4, the spaces in the frequency spectrum occur at odd multiples of one-half
the line frequency. If a subcarrier frequency equal to
an odd multiple of one-half the line -scanning frequency
is chosen, the chrominance and luminance signals will
be interleaved.

Development of the
Subcarrier Frequency

A carrier may be described as a signal in which
some feature-such as amplitude, frequency, or phase
-may be made to vary in accordance wits the characteristics of a modulating signal. In radio and in monochrome television, the modulation can be recovered
by a detection process. In color television, however,

a portion of the modulation on the video carrier
performs by itself the functions of a carrier. This mod-

ulating frequency is called a subcarrier. After being
detected and separated from the video carrier, the sub carrier must undergo further demodulation before the
characteristics of the modulating signal which is conveyed by the subcarrier can be obtained.

The frequency of the chrominance subcarrier

is

governed by several factors. The subcarrier frequency
must be high enough above the video carrier to keep
interference at a minimum in either monochrome or
color receivers. Also, if a frequency near the upper

LIGHT SHADED AREAS INDICATE DISTRIBUTION OF THE CHROMINANCE ENERGY
IN A SUBCARRIER WHOSE FREQUENCY IS AN ODD MULTIPLE OF ONE-HALF THE
LINE FREQUENCY.

COLOR SUBCARRIER
(ODD HARMONIC OF
112

LINE FREQ)

ODD HARMONICS OF 1)2 LINE FREQUENCY

1/2 LINE
FREQUENCY

453RD

459TH

457TH

455TH

II

L

11111111h

L NE
FREQUENCY

2ND

3RD

226TH

III,

WI

EOil

1

227TH

ZZ9 H

228TH

HARMONIC OF THE LINE FREQUENCY

DARK, SHADED AREAS INDICATE DISTRIBUTION OF BRIGHTNESS ENERGY
AT WHOLE MULTIPLES OF LINE FREQUENCY.

Fig.

4.

Representation of interleaving of brightness and color signals within
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the

spectrum of

a

color video signal.
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new ideas for moving electrical energy
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Television. Show Business. To Belden it's all
a world of wire. Belden plays a leading role in
many complex systems of sight and sound comm-..:.nication.
By delving into design, processing, packaging and a host of
factors, Belden's team of wire specialists have helped many
people wring out hidden costs. Success takes a supplier that
is really perceptive - one who makes all kinds of wire for
all kinds of systems. Want to join us in wringing out values
and costs? Just call us in...Belden Corporation

P.O. Box 5070-A, Chicago, Illinois 60680.
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The holes in the top, sides and

rear of the Electro-Voice Model
666 make it the finest dynamic cardioid
microphone you can buy. These holes
reduce sound pickup at the sides, and
practically cancel sound arriving from
the rear. Only an Electro-Voice Variable -D' microphone has them.
Behind the slots on each side is a

tiny acoustic "window" that leads

directly to the back of the 666 Acoustal-

filtering that delays only the bass

sounds, again providing almost 20 db
of cancellation of sounds arriving from
the rear. This "three-way" system of
ports insures that the cancellation of
sound from the back is just as uniform
as the pickup of sound from the frontwithout any loss of sensitivity. The result is uniform cardioid effectiveness at
every frequency for outstanding noise
and feedback control.

loy" diaphragm. The route is short,
small, and designed to let only highs
get through. The path is so arranged
that when highs from the back of the

phones have a single cancellation port

666 arrive, they are cut in loudness by
almost 20 db. Highs arriving from the
front aren't affected. Why two "windows"? So that sound rejection is uni-

these "single -hole" cardioids are actually omnidirectional at one frequency
or another!

form and symmetrical regardless of
microphone placement.

The hole on top is for the mid-

range. It works the same, but with a
longer path and added filters to affect
only the mid -frequencies. And near
the rear is another hole for the lows,

with an even longer path and more

Most other cardioid-type micro-

for all frequencies. At best, this is a
compromise, and indeed, many of

In addition to high sensitivity to

Because it works better, the E -V
666 Dynamic Cardioid is one of the
most popular directional microphones
on the market. Internal taps offer 50,
150, or 250 ohm impedance output.
Frequency range is peak -free from 30

to 16,000 Hz (cps). Output is-58db.
To learn more about Variable -D
microphones, write for our free booklet,

"The Directional Microphone Story."
Then see and try the E -V 666 at your
nearby Electro-Voice professional microphone headquarters. Just $255.00 in

non-reflecting gray, complete with

clamp -on stand mount. Or try the sim-

ilar Model 665. Response from 50 to
14,000 Hz (cps), $150.00 (list prices less

normal trade discounts).
*Pat. No. 3.115..207

shock and wind noises, single -port car-

dioid microphones also suffer from
proximity effect. As you get ultra -close,

bass response rises. There's nothing
you can do about this varying bass
response - except use a Variable -D
microphone with multi -port design*
that eliminates this problem completely.
Circle Item 13 on Tech Data Card

ELECTRO-VOICE, INC ., Dept. 1171V
614 Cecil Street, Buchanan, Michigan 49107
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SETTING NEW STANDARDS IN SOUND

On the other hand, the subcarrier frequency must
be low enough so that its upper sidebands will fall

line rate, the separation between the video carrier and
the sound carrier must be defined as an even multiple
of the new line frequency. Using the 15,750 -Hz line
rate as a basis for determining this multiple, it was
found that the 286th harmonic would be at a frequency
of 4.504500 MHz.
The desired new line frequency, fL, can be computed

within the established range of the video frequencies.

as follows:

limit of the video range is used,

it

will undergo at-

tenuation in the relatively narrow-bandpass circuits
of a monochrome receiver; and moreover, if this signal

does reach the picture tube, the dot structure it produces will be very fine and not too objectionable.

Specifications for the color signal indicate that the
upper limit of the subcarrier sidebands should be
0.6 MHz above the frequency of the subcarrier. It follows that the subcarrier frequency can be as high as

3.6 MHz, if the practical video bandwidth for color
transmitters and receivers is considered to be approximately 4.2 MHz.
It has been shown that the signal energy produced
by scanning an image will concentrate around the har-

monics of the scanning frequencies. Nearly half the
space in the video spectrum is therefore left unused.
The location of the unused space is another determining factor for the subcarrier frequency because the
harmonics of the subcarrier must concentrate in this
space. A frequency which is an odd multiple of onehalf the line frequency must be used for the chrominance signal so that the interleaving process will take
place. A tentative subcarrier frequency, fs, can be computed as:

f-

15 750 x 10-62 X 455
'

- 3.583125 MHz

The multiple 455 is chosen to keep the frequency
close to 3.6 MHz above the video carrier.
This 3.583125 -MHz frequency was not adopted
for the color -transmission standards because of an

4.5 X 1
28 606

fL

- 15,734.264 Hz

Thus, the 286th harmonic of the new line frequency
is equal to the 4.5 -MHz picture -to -sound separation.
Since each frame must consist of 525 lines, it follows that the new field frequency, fF, can be computed
as follows:
f,
fF

525

X 2 = 59.94 Hz

Now the subcarrier frequency, f becomes:

f' =

5

425 x t,, = 3.579545 MHz.

Note that the new scanning frequencies used for
color transmission are slightly below the nominal values
used in monochrome receivers; however, the changes
amount to less than the one -per -cent tolerance allowed,
and the new frequencies will fulfill the requirements

for compatibility in monochrome reception. For purposes of maintaining close synchronization of color
receivers, the tolerance for the subcarrier frequency

is set at +10 Hz, and the rate of change cannot be
more than 1/10 Hz per second.

objectionable feature which may be described as follows.

Monochrome receivers which employ an intercarrier
sound system develop a 4.5 -MHz signal at the output of the video detector. When this 4.5 -MHz signal
beats with the color subcarrier, a difference frequency
of approximately 900 kHz is produced. Experiments
were conducted, and it was found that when the
3.583125 -MHz frequency was used for the color sub carrier, the beat frequency created a distracting pattern on the screen of a monochrome picture tube. Further experimentation

indicated the beat frequency

would be less objectional if it were an odd multiple of
one-half the line frequency.
Naturally, it would have been impractical to change
the 4.5 -MHz intercarrier frequency which is accepted
as standard in so many existing receivers. This made
it necessary to select a slightly lower frequency for

the color subcarrier than the tentative value given;
consequently, slightly lower line and field frequencies
had to be used in order to retain their frequency
relationship to the subcarrier frequency.
The difference frequencies between the subcarrier
and both the video and audio carriers must be taken

into consideration when the new line and field frequencies are being determined. For the best results,
it is desirable that each of these two difference frequencies should be some odd multiple of one-half the
line rate. Since the addition of two odd harmonics of
one-half the line rate will yield an even multiple of the
November, 1967

Divided -Carrier Modulation

It has been pointed out that for purposes of color
transmission, a chrominance signal is required; moreover, the chrominance signal must represent two color
signals separable from each other. One subcarrier at a
frequency of 3.579545 MHz above the picture carrier
is available to convey both color signals. Consequently, some method of modulating one carrier with two
signals must be utilized at the transmitter.
The fundamental block diagram in Fig. 5 illustrates
the manner in which the foregoing requirement is met.
A subcarrier generator produces a sine wave of constant frequency and amplitude. This subcarrier is then
applied to two doubly balanced modulator circuits represented by blocks A and B. The subcarrier coupled
to the modulator in block B has been subjected to a
90 -degree phase shift. One of the two modulating sig-

nals is applied to modulator A, and the other is applied to modulator B.
In order to show what occurs in each of the balanced
modulator circuits, a simple schematic diagram representing the modulator in block A is presented in Fig.6.
The modulating signal is passed through a phasesplitter circuit to produce two signals of opposite polarity. This causes the signal at the grid of V2 to be 180
degrees out of phase with the signal at the grid of V3.
The subcarrier also undergoes a phase -splitting process

23
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Block diagram shows divided -carrier modulation

Fig. 6. Schematic diagram of a doubly balanced modulator.

in passing through the transformer, and the suppressor
grids are fed with signals of equal amplitude but opposite polarity.
When the modulating signal at the grid of V2 is in
the positive portion of its cycle, a subcarrier signal of
increased amplitude is produced. As the signal at the
grid goes through the negative portion of its cycle, a

degrees when the polarity of the modulating signal is
reversed; consequently, the output signal represents the
modulating signal in terms of the phase and amplitude
of the subcarrier frequency. If no signal is applied to
the grids of V2 and V3, no signal will appear in the
output because both tubes will conduct equally and
complete cancellation will result.
In Fig. 5, there are two blocks representing doubly
balanced modulators. The modulator in block B op-

Fig. 5.

subcarrier signal of lower amplitude appears at the
output. The waveform of the resulting subcarrier
signal is shown in the figure at the plate of V2. A
similar action takes place in V3, except the modulating signal goes through its negative excursion first.
The resultant waveform from V3 is shown in the figure.
The operation of the entire circuit is dependent upon
t:.e fact that the plate circuits of V2 and V3 are tied

together. The waveforms shown at the plates do not
exist separately but are actually combined because of
the common plate circuit. It can be seen in the illustration that the two plate -signal components are 180 degrees out of phase. The amplitude of the total output
becomes the difference in the amplitudes of the two
signals. In addition, the phase of the output sidebands
agrees with the phase of the signal having the greatest
amplitude.

It can be seen that if the signal applied to the grid
of the phase splitter is increased in amplitude, then
the amplitude of the output signal will also increase.

The phase of the output sidebands will change 180

erates in the same manner as that described for the
one in block A, with the exception that the subcarrier
input is delayed 90 degrees. This delay causes the
output of modulator B to be displaced 90 degrees in
phase with reference to the output of modulator A.
In this respect, it should be remembered that the output
of modulator B can either lead or lag that of modulator
A by 90 degrees, depending upon the polarity of the
modulating signal introduced into each balanced modulator circuit.

Consider a particular case in which the output of
modulator A is equal in amplitude to the output of
modulator B but leads the latter output by 90 degrees.
See Fig. 7. Since the values of both of these signals are
continuously changing and since the signals are displaced in phase, it is easier to analyze their relationship

through the use of vectors.' Thus, both signals may
2 See "Review of Vector Computation," February
ENGINEERING, page 22.
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When leading broadcast engineers insist on genuine
EEV camera tubes, they must have good reasons.

They do. Plenty of them, in fact.
Television broadcasters the world over have come to rely almost
exclusively on the unique combination of tube quality and long -life economy
that only English Electric Valve - the world's foremost camera tube
manufacturer - can provide.
Typical of this foremost camera tube line are ...

ELCON-Target Image Orthicons

Uniform sensitivity and gamma

Long life - 3 to 4 times

throughout extended tube life

longer

No burn -in

Stable, non-stick target

ELCON Color -Matched Tubes

ELCON 3' Image Orthicon

ELCON 41/2" Image Orthicon

Matched color sets of ELCON Image Orthicon tubes are selected on the basis of
camera control operating parameters, as
well as tube sensitivities and signal current outputs. And, in most cases, the need
for trimming with neutral density filters
orbiting is
is completely eliminated
not required ... and sensitivity is improved.

Non -field mesh and field mesh tubes with
effective operational life of 3,000 to 5,000
hours. Fill target warranty of 1,200 hours.

ELCON Target - JEDEC-designatec; 3,0005,000/hour operational life; 1,200/pour target warranty.

.

.

Description

Type

Description

5820A/E

3" tube-non-field mesh

7295C

41/2" tube - field mesh.

7293B

3" tube-field mesh

7389C

41/2"tube - field

8093A/E

3" tube-field mesh; with close

.

Type

Description

4415E/

3" tube-field mesh;
set of three tubes.

4416E

Type

mesh; with
close mesh -to -target spacing.

target -to -mesh spacing
matched

1 -inch Vidicons
1 -inch Vidtons, Separate Mesh

1 -inch Vidicons, Integral Mesh
Type

P860

7038
7735A

Hig-iest quality pictures with mini-

Description

Utilizes new photosurface (similar
to 8625, 8626) for high sensitivity,
minimum lag; film or studio applications; monochrome or color
Monochrome or color film camera
applications; 600 ma filament

For studio and remote cameras;
high sensitivity; 600 ma filament

mal shading

Lor lag; reduced long-term stick-

Type

High sensitivity photosurfac.3; pre-

8626

ferred spectral response of 7038
type; 600 ma filament
Equivalent to 8625, with 95 ma

8507

filament for transistorized cameras
Low lag, high sensitivity charac-

8541

teristics; 600 ma filament
Equivalent to 8507, with 95 ma

8572

Low

ing

Lower light level operation
Phcto-surface of 8625 and 8626
vidicons combine high "blue" sen-

sitiJity and reduced "red" sensitivi:y for correct panchromatic
response

to

standard

tungsten

filament for transistorized cameras

hating
Resclution exceeds 1,000 lines

Description

8625

Bear

landing errors minimized
for mproved signal output

lag

characteristics for film

application, monochrome or color;
600 ma filament

the

Blue
Ribbon
Line

Other tubes ava !able for specific applications.
World-wide pate -its applied for.
For complete in'ormation and prices
on the Blue Ribpon quality EEV camera

tube line, conta:t

VISUAL ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
356 west 40th street new yo -k, n.y. 10018 (212) 736-5840

FIRST BY ANY STANDARD
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B

PV NSW
_. vI&V

8 CYCLES

MIN

OUTPUT OF A

(A) Amplitudes equal

0. 1 S

RESULTANT SIGNAL
0.905 TO 1.1S

/ OUTPUT OF B
0.006H MIN

jt.,14o
B

0.02H

MIN

RESULTANT

OUTPUT OF A

-

0.13H MAX

(B) Amplitude ratio 4:1

Fig. 8.

0.075H

±0.03H
0.145H MIN

Results of adding two signals separated by 90°.

NOTE FOR COMPLETE SPECIFICATIONS OF COLOR SYNCHRONIZING
WAVEFORM, SEE PAGE 245, VOLUME III, FCC RULES AND
REGULATIONS (JANUARY 1964).

Fig. 9. The color burst follows the horizontal sync pulse.

be considered as vectors rotating at the same speed
but with one leading the other by 90 degrees.

The first pair of vectors in Fig. 7 is shown at zero
time. The vector representing the instantaneous value
of A leads that representing the instantaneous value
of B by 90 degrees because the motion of vectors is
considered to be counterclockwise. At zero time, the

voltage of A is zero and the voltage of B is at a
maximum negative value. The resultant signal at zero
time is equal in magnitude to the value of B.
If the vectors rotate another 45 degrees, they will

appear as shown in the vector diagram for time 1.
Vector A has reached an amplitude of 70.7 per cent
of the positive peak, and vector B is 70.7 per cent of
the negative peak. The resultant signal has an amplitude of zero. In the sine -wave diagram, these values

are shown at time 1. The positions of the vectors at
times 2, 3, and 4 indicate that the instantaneous voltages in the vector diagrams are equal to those on the
sine -wave diagram at their respective times.

If the rotating vectors in Fig. 7 were analyzed at
every degree throughout their complete cycle, the
waveforms which are represented by these vectors
could be traced as they have been in the sine -wave
diagram. The length of each vector equals the peak amplitude of the signal it represents.
In the foregoing discussion, the outputs of modulators A and B were considered to be of equal amplitude,

and they produced a resultant signal shown by the
dash line in Fig. 8A. The associated vector diagram
is drawn for the vector positions at zero time. In actual
practice, the output from each of the doubly balanced
modulators will vary in amplitude and undergo a 180 degree phase shift from time to time. As an illustration of this condition, Fig. 8B shows the resultant signal
produced when the output of B is one fourth the output

of A. Notice that the resultant signal has a smaller
amplitude than in Fig. 8A and it has shifted in phase
so that it lags the output of A by 14 degrees instead
of 45 degrees.
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The voltages from the outputs of the two modulators

are combined in the adder stage (Fig. 5). The output
of this stage is a single waveform which varies in amplitude and phase in accordance with the amplitude
and phase of each of the two signals introduced to
modulators A and B. Thus, two modulating signals
are impressed upon a single subcarrier, and these two
signals can be recovered by reversing the modulation
process at the receiver.
Color Synchronization

The phase difference between the chrominance signal and the output of the subcarrier generator identifies the particular hue being transmitted at a given instant. When the chrominance signal reaches the receiver, some means must be provided for comparing
the phase of the signal with a fixed reference phase
corresponding to that of the subcarrier generator at the
transmitter. This reference phase is provided by a local
oscillator which is synchronized with the subcarrier
generator by means of a color -burst signal transmitted
during the horizontal -blanking period. The color burst
consists of a minimum of eight cycles at the frequency
of 3.579545 MHz.
As shown in Fig. 9, the color burst is placed on the
back porch of the horizontal -blanking pedestal. When
located at this point, the burst will not affect the operation of the horizontal -oscillator circuits because the
horizontal systems used in existing receivers are designed to be immune to any noise or pulse for a short
time after they have been triggered. Since the average

voltage of the color burst is the same as the voltage
of the blanking level, the burst signal will not produce

spurious light on the picture tube during the retrace
period.

A color receiver is designed to extract the color
burst from the transmitted signal. This reference signal
is used to synchronize the color section of the receiver
Please turn 10 page 45
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Easy to get your fingers
around the vinyl lift -strap.
Easy to lift, easy
to carry.

Open, lock, ship:
three fool -proof
positions. Just a
twist of the dial
and it's ready to
mail anywhere in
the world. No
wrapping needed.
Can't jam,
can't fall open.

Plenty of room to write
important data. Easy to
put on a new program
label.

There's another
II -strap on the back,
and another lift -strap
on the bottom.

Fits your existing shelf
space. Pulls off shelves
easily with this pull -strap.

Toughest case in the business.
Handy and lightweight. Won't crack,
scratch, or break. (For more data,
write us at 810 Memorex Park,
Santa Clara, California 95050.)

The case or a better tape.
(A new, tough, shippable case
containing our new high-chroma video tape, 78V.
Have you tried it yet?)

Circle Remit! 441 Teich Data Card

Many AM broadcasters are faced with the problem
of reducing their transmitter output power by a substantial amount in order to comply with the requirements of Section 73.99 of the Commission Rules. When,

A METHOD

for
PRESUNRISE

POWER
REDUCTION
by John H. Mullaney*

for example, the power of a 1 -kw station must be
reduced to approximately 100 watts, it usually is not
practical to use the existing transmitter. The broadcaster would ordinarily have to purchase an additional
transmitter (type approved) capable of operating at the
lower power. From an economic standpoint, this is
not practical since, at most, a broadcaster could only
gain approximately two hours per day of operating
time in the winter months. Therefore, the need for a
simpler method is indicated. The following is one way
of achieving power reduction for presunrise operation
at a minimum cost.

Technical Approach

It is proposed to use the regular transmitter operating at its normal output power into a simple power divider network, as shown in Fig. 1. This circuit principle was developed in the early 1940's by Earl Travis.
In December 1943, Dr. George H. Brown of RCA
introduced the technique' for power dividing in a two tower directional system.

New FCC

Rules

regarding AM

operation

prior to sunrise have
brought about some new technical
requirements for many stations. This
article presents one method for

achieving the large power reductions imposed in some cases. A
derivation of the design formulas
follows the main text.

Principle of Circuit

Fig. 1 can be redrawn as shown in Fig. 2. For the
sake of discussion, capacitive reactance is shown in
the dummy -load branch. The circuit is basically a
simple power divider. There are two equal (50- or

70 -ohm) loads; R o is a dummy load, and Ro is the
transmission -line resistance or common -point resistance.

Reactances Xc and XL are of opposite sign, and their
values are uniquely determined by the power -division

ratio and input impedance desired. In this case, the
input impedance is selected to match the output of the

transmitter (50 or 70 ohms). The power division is
determined by FCC limits on power delivered to the
antenna. The power division can be expressed in terms
of a factor, M', as follows:

=1 P(hi)
P(low)

where,

P (hi) = power dissipated in dummy load, and

P (low) = power fed to transmission line or common point.
The value of reactance for the high -power leg (dummy
load) is:
`President, Multronics, Inc.

' Brown, George H. and John M. Baldwin. "Adjusting Vimmial Tower
Broadcast Arrays, "Electronics, December 1943,
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If you switch signals
...you need this book.
(It's FREE from DYNAIR!)

Yes, for a limited time only, you
can receive a free copy of this helpful

new book, with absolutely no obligation! Just mail the coupon.
Published by DYNAIR, the leading manufacturer of video distribution switching equipment, this book
describes the most commonly used
methods of switching video and other
high-speed information.

control hundreds of inputs and hundreds of outputs. The problems involved in selecting the basic type of
switcher for a particular application
are discussed with the exact equipment detailed for many systems.
DYNAIR switching equipment is

installed in numerous facilities

throughout the world. We have supplied remote -controlled, solid-state

systems with as many as 14,000
crosspoints. One system provided independent selection of 135 inputs by

390 separate monitor locations probably the world's largest solidstate switching system.
The practical building-block con-

struction techniques used in solid-

state DYNAIR equipment allow
systems of virtually any size to be

including solid-state modulators and

demodulators, solid-state modular
video amplifiers, and solid-state side band analyzers.
If you use this type of equipment,

you might like to receive either our
complete catalog or literature on specific devices; DYNAIR product information is available upon request
- just write, outlining your needs.

easily assembled. Plug-in modular
The photographs shown are sample pages reproduced directly from
"Video Switching Techniques" and
arc typical of the material presented.

etched circuit boards are used
throughout, assuring ease of maintenance. Custom control panels can

Pictorial diagrams, supported by
easy -to -understand text, charts and
tables, make system design simple.

variety of other television equipment,

can be switched using the same techniques.) It covers everything from a
basic single -output monitor switcher

to complex dial -controlled, solidstate switching systems which can
November, 1967

ELECTRNICS. INC.

be provided to suit almost any requirement.

The hook includes useful design
information for a multitude of systems, both video and audio ... simple and complex. (High-speed data

DYNAIR

DYNAIR also manufactures a

SAN DIEGO,

CALWORNIA

6360 FEDERAL BLVD. SAN DIEGO, CALIF.
PHONE (714) 582-9211
ZIP 92114

Please send me a free copy of "Video
Switching Techniques"
NAME

TITLE
COMPANY
ADDRESS

CITY
STATE

ZIP NO.
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OR
Xc

I

L_ _J

1

Fig.

DUMMY LOAD

1.

X=

"Power -dump" network may have either L or C in high -power branch.
R I)
1\71 7

where,
X
= value of positive or negative reactance in
ohms,

( 3 ) Allowable power to nondirectional
tower or common point
= 100 watts
( 4 ) Transmitter output impedance
(Z = R at resonance)
= 50 ohms
The following quantities may now be computed:
( 5) Transmitter output current for 1 kw

RI, = dummy -load resistance in ohms, and
M' = power -division factor defined above.
The value of the reactance for the low -power side (an-

/1000

V 50

tenna or common point) is:
X

( 6 ) Allowable line current to antenna or
common point for 100 watts

= ± M'Ro

where,

X=

value of positive or negative reactance in

M=

ohms,
power -division factor, and
transmission -line or common -point resistance

Ro =

= 4.48 amperes

in ohms (must be equal to dummy -load re-

I=

/100

( 7 ) Current in dummy load for 900 watts
which must be dissipated

sistance).

It will be demonstrated later that the input impedance
will always be equal to the dummy -load and transmission -line impedance, provided certain design require-

ments are met. This is the same as saying that, under
the required conditions, the feedpoint resistance will
always remain equal to the load resistance, regardless

/ 900

\/

= 4.25 amperes

50

( 8 ) Power division factor

Ivr =

of the power division between the two branches.
Practical Application

= 1.41 amperes

V 50

P(hi)

/ 900

P(low) V 100

=3

( 9 ) An inductor is selected arbitrarily for the high power branch. The reactance is:

Assume a station is required to reduce its presunrise
power to 100 watts from 1 kw. The known parameters
are:

) Frequency (assumed)
( 2 ) Transmitter output

POINT A

XL = +

= 1300 kHz
= 1000 watts

(1

FEED POINT
Xc
RD

M'

= -5° = 16.7 ohms.
3

= Transmitter (50- or 70 -ohm unbalanced output)
= Variable capacitor in series with dummy -load resistor
(50 or 70 ohms)
= Dummy -load resistor (50 or 70 ohms) having proper
power rating (Note: Station loads should be able to handle
1300 watts for a 1 -kw station.)

XL

= Variable inductor in series with transmission line to non directional tower, or common point of directional antenna

R0

= Resistance of transmission line (50 or 70 ohms)
= Voltage across transmitter output

system
ET

Fig.

30

2. Power -division circuit may be redrawn for more convenient analysis; explanation of terms used

is

included.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

(10) Inasmuch as an inductor was selected for the high -

Xc 150

power branch, a capacitor must be used in the
low -power side. Its reactance is:

C 816 pf

X(.

= - M'Ro = -3 X 50 = - 150 ohms.
Plkw

(11) The magnitude of XL and X, have now been determined. The inductance and capacitance now can
be found readily. The inductance is:

L-

Ro 50

F 1300kHz

XL 16.74

L 2. 041.th

-1

159X1,
f

RD*500

DUMMY LOAD

-J

L_

where,

L = inductance in microhenries,
Fig.

159 =

-217r

X

conversion factor for units,

= inductive reactance in ohms, and

f = frequency in kHz.

3.

Calculated values for power -divider components.

Switching, particularly where directional arrays are
involved, can become tricky; however, the primary
advantages of using such a "power -dump" circuit to
dissipate power are:
(1)

The transmitter operates at its normal output
power regardless of how much the antenna power
must be reduced.

Then:

(2) Most stations already have a 50- or 70 -ohm dum-

L-

159 X 16.7
1300

- 2.04 gh.

1.59 X 10's
fX,
where,

C = capacitance in pf,
-217,

No adjustments of the transmitter controls are
needed.

(12) The capacitance is determined by:

1.59 X 1130 =

my load that can be used for the system.
(3)

x conversion factor for units,

= capacitive reactance in ohms, and

f = frequency in kHz.

(4) The cost for a well -engineered system is materially
less than the purchase price of a new lower -power
transmitter.
Fig. 4 illustrates a typical power reduction setup, assuming a nondirectional operation.
In practice, the station dummy -load and transmission -line or common -point resistance may not be exact-

the same (several ohms difference). Hence, the
adjustment of the circuit will have to be altered by
ly

changing the ratio of reactances, and a slightly different
common -point resistance will result. Because the entire

network will have to be measured to determine true
powers, the proper common point can be determined
by bridge measurements for the Commission.
The FCC

Then:

The circuitry described has been used in licensed
1.59 X 104

C -1300 x 150 - 816 pf.
A variable capacitor is required, or a coil and

stations to reduce the E,

of a directional array when

tall towers are used for vertical suppression, but the
high Enn. of a tall -tower array cannot be tolerated. It
should be acceptable to the Commission for reduction

capacitor in series may be used.

of power for presunrise operation. The Commission may

The circuit can now be redrawn as shown in Fig. 3.

accept logging of the dummy -load meter in lieu of a
new antenna -base meter. It might also require an additional line meter on the output side.of L to demonstrate

Circuit Variations
It is obvious that different combinations of X, and
X, can be selected to accomplish other desired power
reductions, and the exact values of components will be
governed by the amount of reduction required and the
power levels involved. In many cases, it will be more

practical to use variable capacitors and inductors to
obtain the exact power ratio; in others, a fixed capacitor

EXISTING
COMMON-PROINT[

1

CID
K1
C
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r

K1

COAX TO
ENCLOSURE....

ANTENNA

A2

T

50 S2 j0

FEED-THRU INSULATOR

r -----t I DUMMY LOAD/
RD -50

can be made equivalent to a variable unit by using a
variable or tapped coil in series with the capacitor.

RO - 500 JO

1

Fig. 4.

Switching system for presunrise power reduction.
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se
Out of t
and On 7 e Air
in Six urs

To put a TV color camera chain on the air the day
you get it is quite a feat, but KLFY, Lafayette, La.,
did it. Of course, it was a Norelco 3-Plumbicon*
PC -70 Camera. That made the eriginal setup and
checkout easier because the Norelco is inherently
simpler than any 4 -tube camera.

KLFY has since discovered that everyday setup
is likewise fast and simple. Maintenance is low,

reliability is high. And why not? There's one
less of everything electronic in the Norelco, and
what there is has been designed to give you the
sharpest, and the most faithful color picture the
state of the art permits.

Check into the PC -70, and very likely you'll
soon be checking one out in your studio. Write
us or our sales representative, Visual Electronics.
"Registered trademark tar television camera tubes.

KL

-7' P. News Director Dud Lostrapes interviewing Mr. Herbert Brown, Chairman of the Board of local advertiser Brown's Thrift City Pharmacies

Thomas G. Pears, Gen. Mgr., KLFY, Lafayette, La.:
"kithoti(0, w.' had done some prewiring, we
were amazed at the speed with which we got
our new PC -70 chain in operation.
It was delivered right on schedule and a
factory representative was
on hand to help with the installation.
The picture is great!"

Noreko

PHILIPS BROADCAST
EQUIPMENT CORP.

299 Route 17, Paramus, New Jersey 07652
Circle Item 16 on Tech Data Card

The corresponding admittances are

IT

Y, - R + jwL
1

and
1

and the admittance of the network is therefore
Fig. 5.

Diagram shows nomenclature used in derivation.

Y-

the lower line current. However, the station attorneys
and consulting engineers will have to explore this
matter and obtain appropriate waivers if possible.

1

R + jwL

R-

1

.

j, -7c

+

1

D

- j wC
1

+ R + jwL

Conclusion
1

(R + jwL) (R -

A simple power -divider technique has been explained
which allows a broadcaster to meet presunrise power -

reduction requirements without the purchase of a new
transmitter. The principle is electronically straightforward, and it should provide a practical, economical
method of power control for broadcasters who need to
reduce their power by a ratio greater than about 2:1.
The author wishes to thank George P. Howard and
J. K. Raines of the Multronics engineering staff for

j

2R + j (wL - - -- )

-LC )

( R2 -r-

1

j

WC )

The impedance of the network is

(R2 +

their suggestions and derivations.

-L) + j(wL-

1

)

Z=1, -

2R + j(wL- IwC)

Derivation
The following derivation shows the validity of the
power -division method that is the subject of this article.

Rationalizing and collecting terms results in

- wC

(R'+ -c) + j (A,

Z-

2R + j

-

2R - j (wL -

1

)

2R - j (wL

1

wC

)

2R (R2 + -c) + R (wL -

1

wC

wC

)

-C)

)2 + j (R2 -

C

(wL -

1

wC

)

4R2 + (wL - Tz)

The nomenclature used in the derivation is shown in
Fig. 5.

First it must be established that the input impedance,
Z, of the network is equal to R. The expression for Z
can be developed as follows.
The impedance of the left branch is

Z, = R + jo,L,
and the impedance of the right branch is

Z, = R 34

.

I

For the purpose of this article, it is required that Z
be purely resistive and equal in magnitude to R. The
reactive component of Z must therefore be equal to
zero. This component is
1

(R2 - -C)

--wC)

4R2 + (wL -

1

wC

)2

Setting this quantity equal to zero yields

(R2 - -L) (wL -

1

) = O.
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It can be seen that

Either of the solutions

-

01C

and

+ X2

vi

and
V,

=

VR2 +

satisfies this equation.
It is also necessary that the resistive part of Z be
equal to R:

Pi,

-

2R (R2 + -c) + R

4Rj + (.L -

For convenience, let M be defined as

-R

Then

1

wC

)2

VT2
9
2R (R" +CL)
- = 4R3

2R'

+ 2RCL- = 4R'.

It has already been determined that if -L = R2, Z is

M-

(N/ R2 + X, 2)2

-

VT2

R2 + X,,2
R2 + Xe2 .

(\/ R 2 + X,,2)'
Since it has already been established that R2 = it can be seen that

purely resistive. Under this condition

R2

XL

X(-!

2R.' + 2R (R2) = 4R3,

Substituting this expression in the previous equation

4R' = 4R',

gives

and the network impedance is therefore equal to R

R2

(when R has the same magnitude in both branches), as

M-

desired.

X,,, and R can now be es -

The relationship of
tablished. It is known that
R2

L

(

R2

)2

R' + Xc2

Clearing of fractions and rearranging terms gives

=C,

(M - 1) R2X12

MXr4

X

Ri = 0.

Factoring gives

(MX, - 122.) (X2 + R2) = 0.

and

The solutions relating M, R, and X. are obtained as

C=-

follows:

- R' = 0

From these relationships, it follows that

=R2

R- =

(-

M

)
1

- X, X,..

IR

X, =

M

It is still necessary to determine the relative magnitudes of X,, and X,. required for a given power division.
The ratio of power in the two branches may be written

November, 1967

P,.

I, 'R_

P,.

R

I,- 2

(Only the negative solution has physical significance.)
It is known that
R2

X
35

Substituting the expression for Xc gives
XL

R2

=-

It is possible to express
PT and M, as follows:

VT1/1 R.

- -\/V R

Pc and PL in

terms of

PT = PL + Pc,

1

and

The values of XL and Xe have now been defined in

terms of R and the power -division ratio. With the
reactances known, the values of L and C can be de-

Pc

PL

termined easily:

XL =

Rearranging gives

MR,

PL = PT - Pc

=
and

and

Pc =PLM.

L = \TN71-274

Substituting the latter into the former results in
Also,
PL

= PT

PLM.

XC

Solving for PL gives
1

PL

1

+T M

and

and substituting this result into the expression for IL

c - 277fRm
When f is in kHz and R is in ohms, the inductance

141 =

PT

1

(1 + M)R

V 1 +M

in microhenries is

/FT
R

Similar manipulations can be used to arrive at an

L = 159N/I71 R

expression for L:

and the capacitance in picofarads is

Pc = PT

Pe

C = 1.59 X 108 N/ M

= PT -

Expressions for the network current magnitudes may
now be derived. By inspection, the total (input) current
can be seen to be

- 1 +M

fR

141 =

T

PT

M

=

1+M

/

V 1+M

Similarly,

Pc

PL, PL =

PT

R

1 PT
R

For convenience, the formulas derived above are
14,1 =

tabulated here.

and

=
36
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=

C=

component values. In the first example, the capacitive
branch carries the high power. In the second, the in-

171 R

ductive branch carries the high power.

- 1.59 X 108 fR

27rfR

R
L = V MT=159

-\T1Ci

Example I

(a) Frequency -1300 kHz
(b) Transmitter power -1000 watts, 50 ohms match
(c) Power reduction -10:1
(d) Use a capacitor in series with dummy load for dis-

R

where,

sipating 900 watts of power.

C is in picofarads,
L is in microhenries,
f is in kilohertz, and
R is in ohms.

Then:

-9
M- 1000900- 900 - 900
100
1000
- 4.47 amperes
50

IITI =

=

N/ 1 + 9

11000 - 4.24 amperes
/
- V 1 + 9 50
9

PT

1,1
=
1,1

1000
- 1.41 amperes
50

1

IC

M±

= 50 J = 150 ohms
Note that in the foregoing derivation, there was no
requirement that M be greater than 1. This means that
either circuit branch may receive the greater power;
if Pc is the larger power, M is a whole number, and if
P, is the larger power, M is a fraction. In either case,

Pc

=

If Pc >

=

-Xe

x Nig
- 7350 pf
C - 1.5950X x10"1300
Example 2

(a) Frequency -1300 kHz

The formula given in the text for X in the high -power
RD

branch is X = - - (negative in this case because
'

the branch is capacitive). The reactance in the low power branch is given as X = M'Ro. Since M' =

M,

= R, the text equations reduce to

and Ro =

X=-

=16.7 ohms

9

50 X Nig - 18.4 oh
L - 159 x1300

the proper results can be obtained.
In the main part of the text, factor M' was defined as
P(hi)
P(low)

50

=

VI

for the capacitive (high -power) branch

and X = N[1\71 R for the inductive (low -power) branch.

(b) Transmitter power -1000 watts, 50 ohms match
(c) Power reduction -10:1
(d) Use an inductor in series with dummy load to dissipate 900 watts.
Then:

- 900
100 _
M - 1000
900
- 900

1000
- 4.47 amperes
50

By the same reasoning, if it is desired to make the
high -power branch inductive, M'

P,
=M.
- The

text equations become X = +

Pc

1/ Tc1

-

1

N/ 1 + 1/9

R

-

1

R=
M

for the capacitive (low -power) branch. Thus the two
sets of reactance formulas are equivalent as far as the

XL

= 50

Xc -

above formulas for determining power division and
November, 1967

L-

1/91 501000 - 1.41 amperes

1+

=

results obtained are concerned.

Sample Calculations
The following two examples illustrate the use of the

1000
- 4.24 amperes
50

-11/9

for the inductive (high -power) branch, and

X=

1

9

= 16.7 ohms
50

\/1/9

- - 150 ohms

159 x 50 X N./ 1/9
1300

X 10' X N/ 1/9
C - 1.59 50
X 1300

2.04 ph
pf
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Radio Station \VLW presents a
history as colorful and as varied
as that of any station in the United
States. It is unique in that it is the
only station ever granted authority

to broadcast with 500 kw, in the
so-called super -power range.

The station actually began with
20 watts of power as a hobby of

A distilled -water tank (200 gals)

Puwel Crosley, Jr. The first license

and an emergency -power generator

for station \VLW was granted by
the Department of Commerce in
1922. Mr. Crosley was authorized
to broadcast on a wavelength of

to generate 125 volts DC for control

appear in the background. The motor generator in the foreground was used
circuits in the 500 -kw transmitter.

360 meters with a power of 50 watts
on three evenings a week.

Growth of the station was continuous. It operated on various
wavelengths and power levels until,
in 1927, it

,#

stabilized at 700 kHz

and, in 1928, on 50 kw. The superpower era began in May, 1934 and
ended in Nlarch, 1939, when the
FCC ended WLW's full-time broadcasting with 500 kw.

"the Nation's Station"
by William E. Burke

A visit to one of the nation's historic
radio transmitting facilities.

The WLW antenna reaches a height

of 708 feet today since the flagpole
was removed. The antenna rests on
a single ceramic insulator which supports the combined force of 135 tons
of steel and 400 tons exerted by the

guys. The tower is guyed with eight
17/8 -inch cables anchored 375 feet
from the antenna base.
At one time, this antenna was augr

mented by a directional antenna to
protect CFRB, Toronto, when WLW
was using 500 kw at night. This directional system was unique in that
it was the first designed to achieve
both horizontal directivity and verti-

Audio and monitoring equipment
now in use with the 50 -kw transmitter
is contained in these racks.

cal -angle suppression.
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This is the WLW station as it appeared in 1934. With
the flagpole on top, the tower extends 831 feet. The
spray pond in the foreground is cooling water at the
rate of 512 gallons per minute. Through a heat exchanger,

this water then cooled 200 gallons of distilled water in a
closed system. To the right out of the picture is the
station's own power substation. While operating on 500
kw, the transmitter consumed 15,450,000 kwh per year.

This scene shows the WLW complex at Mason, Ohio
as it appears today. In the foreground is the spray cooling pond which is now operated at a bare trickle to
cool the 50 -kw transmitter in use. Immediately behind
the pond is the transmitter building. The second building
was originally constructed in 1925 to house the facilities
of WSAI and for staff living quarters. The square tower
behind the transmitter building was erected during World
War II as a guard tower for use while WLW was conducting Government work.

One side of the well-equipped machine shop
here.

Station

personnel

construct

the

is

seen

majority of the

equipment needed at the station, and they have more
than adequate facilities to do so.

November, 1967

This photo shows another side of the machine shop.
Equipment in the shop includes gas, arc, and spot welders; metal lathe; milling machine; engraving machine;
sander; drill press; metal brake; table saw; and others.
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This view shows a power -amplifier tank circuit partly
assembled. It is one of three identical units. Circa 1934.

J

Modulation transformers weighing 37,000 pounds each
were installed in the basement of the transmitter building.
Circa 1934.

U

irr771111111111111

Three plate transformers (left;, a rectifier filter reactor,
and a modulation reactor were installed outside the transmitter bu Iding. The protective fence had not been installed
when this photograph was taken. Circa 1934.

WLW's 500 -kw transmitter and control console looked
like this in 1934. The contract for construction

of the

transmitter was awardea to RCA in February, 1933. Tests
began on January '5, 1934, and full-time operation
began May 2, 1934. The cost of the transmitter and
associated equipment was approximately $400,000.

Operation on 500 kw continued until March 1, 1939
except for a short period when a directional antenna
was being installed.

This view shows tie WLW transmitter building as seen
from the front entrance. The 50 -kw exciter appears at the
left, the 500 -kw amplif er-modulator is in the background,
and the audio control room is at the right. Circa 1934.
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The view above shows water-cooled UV -862 tubes in
one of the two modulators of the 500 -kw transmitter.

The water -circulating and heat -exchanger installation
is in the basement. All water pumps are installed in duplicate for utmost reliability and safety.

The RF transmission line to the antenna is 775 feet long and has a surge
impedance of 100 ohms. The outer

tube has an inside diameter of 9.78
inches, and the inner tube has a
diameter of 17/8 inches.

These shelves show a portion of
the

wire and cable kept

stock

in

personnel have adequate means to

There are two 50 -kw transmitters at WLW. In the foreground is the transmitter designed by Ronald J. Rockwell and built by station personnel. This is
WLW's main transmitter and features an audio response from 20 Hz to 20 kHz.

construct any item of equipment.

Just beyond this transmitter is a completely rebuilt Western Electric unit.

at the
stock

transmitter. With a
of other components,
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GATES

SOLID STATESMAN
BROADCAST PRODUCTS
Now the dependability of Gates Solid States-

man circuitry can be yours. Fewer tubes,
lower replacement costs. Dramatically reduced heat dissipation. AM, FM and audio
- the complete Gates Solid Statesman line
is recognized the world over for excellence
of design and unquestioned reliability. More
than ever .. the soundest sound in radio
.

broadcasting is the new sound of Gates.
HARRIS
INTERTYPE

GATES

GATES RADIO COMPANY
QUINCY, ILLINOIS 62301, U.S.A.

A subsidiary of Harris-Intertype Corporation

Stereo Statesman Console-features 5 stereo

mixing channels from 11 inputs. Full audio
switching. New illuminated program keys.

10,000 -Watt AM Transmitter BC -10H - only
5 tubes! Lowest tube cost of any 10,000 -watt
AM transmitter. New overall design.

Criterion Cartridge Tape System - standard

of the broadcast industry. Direct drive design, 0.2% speed accuracy, quiet solenoid.

Remote Amplifiers - choice of 1, 2, 3 or 4
channels. All Solid Statesman models rugged,

compact ... with modern flightline styling.

Circle Item 17 on Tech Data Card

Gatesway II Console -8 moraural mixing
channels from 18 inputs. Provides for remote
announcer operation of studio mike channel.

5,000 -Watt FM Transmitter FM -5H - only two
tubes! 100% solid-state 10 -watt exciter em-

ploys Direct Carrier Frequency Modulation.

a new concept
& performance in coaxial
switching
TYPICAL PERFORMANCE CHARACTERISTICS
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ONLY FROM COOKE Coterm 22T a normal -through coaxial* switching and termi* Patented

nating jack.

Complete compatibility and Cooke quality combine to make this coaxial switching equipment first choice for TV, radar, communication patching, data handling, etc. Advanced in
concept, engineered for the utmost in reliability, it will provide years of dependable, economical service.

COOKE

ENGINEERING COMPANY
735 N. SAINT ASAPH STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22314

Test probe permits sampling or testing of normal -through circuit
without interruption of signal

The Coterm 22T accepts either standard BNC connectors or Cooke -built quick -disconnect connectors.
COJAX' Model 22B. This normal through coaxial switching jack is built
to the same dimensions and standards
as the Coterm Model 22T. It performs
all functions except self -termination.
It accepts the same equipment as the
Coterm so can provide a mixed patch
field.
TO TEST

SOURCE

EQUIP'T.
NORMAL -THROUGH
video or RF circuit is provided
without patch cords or plugs.

4-

(vo--11,

SELF -TERMINATION OF
SOURCE without extra terminating plug
when load side is patched. Patched in circuit feeds load.

TOTALLY FLEXIBLE PATCH FACILITY of extremely

)

high density possible when patch cords are inserted on both
sides.

LOAD

121A6-1121

()1i11

Other Cooke Coaxial Switching Equipment Available (1) Coaxial Patching Jacks. (2)
Quick -Disconnect Snap -Lock Connectors*. (3) Quick -Disconnect Normaling Plugs. (4)
Bridging Networks, four and five way (four way shown). (5) Test and Patch Cords. (6)
Panels ... 6a showing permanent cabling, 6b showing Coaxial Patching Jacks, (1) above
installed.

For further information write ...

CoOKE

ENGINEERING COMPANY

Printed in the U.S.A.

735 N. SAINT ASAPH STREET
ALEXANDRIA, VIRGINIA 22314

* Patented

Color Basics
(Continued from page 26)

in much the same manner as the horizontal and vertical pulses are used to synchronize the sweep sections.
COLOR SUBCARRIER
3.579545 MHz

Chrominance-Cancellation Effect

From the standpoint of compatibility, how does

455 X

color transmission affect monochrome reception? The
frequency of the color subcarrier was established at
3.579545 MHz. The sidebands extend 0.6 MHz above

0.5 MHz

fh
2

SOUND CARRIER

1.5 MHz

-CARRIER
LUMINANCE SIGNAL

and 1.5 MHz below this frequency (Fig. 10). Note
that the chrominance signal falls within the bandpass
limits of existing monochrome receivers, which ordinarily have good frequency response to approximately
3.5 MHz.
Because the chrominance signal falls within these
limits, a dot pattern will be reproduced on the screen
of a monochrome receiver which is tuned to a composite color signal. The dot structure of this pattern
is very fine because the frequency of the chrominance
signal is relatively high in the video spectrum. In addition, the color subcarrier was set at a frequency which
is an add harmonic of one-half the line -scanning rate,
and the brightness variations produced on the screen
by such a frequency go through a cancellation effect.
The explanation of this phenomenon is given in the
following discussion.

It has been shown that video signals can be broken
down by analysis into many sine waves; thus, the brightness variations produced along any given scanning line
by each of these waves is of a sinusoidal nature. Since

it has been established that all of the sine -wave components of the luminance signal are harmonics of the
line and frame frequencies, the brightness variations

produced by these components go through a whole
number of cycles during the scanning of any given
line or frame. This means that either in the next line
or in the next frame, the variations recur in phase. A

3

a

COLOR SIGNAL
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Fig.

10. Video spectrum of standard color transmission.

perceived by the human eye. Thus, satisfactory mono-

chrome reproduction can be achieved when a composite color signal is being transmitted.
Summary

The composite color signal contains a luminance,
chrominance, burst, horizontal -sync, and vertical -sync
signal. The luminance signal represents the brightness
elements of a scene, the chrominance signal represents

the colors of a scene, and the burst signal is used as a
phase reference.
The use of a specific frequency for the chrominance

frequency. During the scanning time of any one line on

subcarrier results in an interleaving of the luminance
and chrominance signals. This interleaving of signals
makes it possible to transmit both the luminance and
chrominance signals within the same channel width
used for the transmission of a monochrome signal.
Next month, the makeup of the color picture signal

the picture tube of a monochrome receiver, the chro-

will be examined.

reinforcing effect is produced and is like that illustrated
in Fig. 11A.
In the case of the chrominance signal, however, the
opposite condition exists. The frequency of the chrom-

inance signal is an odd harmonic of one-half the line
minance signal goes through a certain number of cycles
plus a half cycle. During the scanning of the succeeding line in the same field, the chrominance signal recurs

out of phase by 180 degrees.

It

also recurs out of

phase during the scanning of the same line in the succeeding frame. This can be more clearly understood
by studying Fig. 11B. A cancellation effect occurs as
a result of this out -of -phase condition, and the brightness variations produced on the screen of a monochrome receiver by the chrominance signal cannot be

LINE I
(63.5 MICROSECONDS)
/-%
r%
/

I

/

I

11.

LINE 526
(63.5 MICROSECONDS)

IN PHASE
(REINFORCE)

/

iI

1%;

t

I;

TIME

THE LUMINANCE SIGNAL CONTAINS HARMONICS OF THE LI NE FREQUENCY.
THESE HARMONICS RECUR IN PHASE DURING THE SCANNING OF THE SAME LINE
IN SUCCESSIVE FRAMES.

(A) Reinforcement

LINE 1
(63.5 MICROSECONDS)

Fig.

A

LINE 526
(63.5 MICROSECONDS)

OUT OF PHASE
(CANCEL)

7-

Brightness variations depend on signal phases.
TIME

THE CHROMI NANCE SIGNAL CONTAINS ODD HARMONICS OF ONE HALF THE LINE
FREQUENCY. THESE HARMONICS RECUR OUT OF PHASE AND ARE EFFECTIVELY CANCELLED.

(B) Cancellation
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difficult installations made easy
The long continuous lengths of HELIAX® coaxial cable make any type of installation possible.
Whether across a vast ravine or up the tallest tower, the installed cost is less. Corrugated inner
and outer conductors absorb all stress. Andrew connectors firmly anchor both conductors :o
eliminate electrical problems. Consult your Andrew sales engineer or write Andrew Corporation,
P. 0. Box 807, Chicago, Illinois, U.S.A. 60642.

MEM
870 -foot self-supporting catenary installation of 5 inch HELIAX air dielectric co-

axial cable (Type HJ9-50) at mountain
top site of Station KBYU-TV, Provo, Utah.

1

.......7ORPORATIO

30 YEARS OF ENGINEERING INTEGRITY

Circle Item 18 on Tech Data Cord
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We interrupt this magazine to bring you.

.

Late Bulletin from Washington
by Howard T. Head

Commission Moves to Ease Operator Licensing

Responding to complaints that candidates for operator licenses frequently
must travel substantial distances for examination (May 1967 Bulletin), the
Commission has proposed to establish a procedure to facilitate obtaining a
Under the new procedure, a
third-class license with broadcast endorsement.
candidate in a remote area may apply for and receive by mail a provisional
license good for one year; this license will permit transmitter operation by
During the one-year period,
the holder until a regular license is obtained.
the applicant is expected to take and pass the required examination for the
Under ordinary circumstances, however, this would permit
regular license.
awaiting the scheduling of examinations closer to home.
The Commission action arose from studies instituted by the NAB Small Markets
Committee.
Digital Meters Now Permitted
The Commission has amended its Rules to permit the use of digital meters,
printers, and other numerical readout devices. Previously, only the use of
It is anticiconventional dial -type indicating instruments was permitted.
pated that digital meters will be used chiefly for automatic logging, although they may be used also for direct indication.
The new Rules permit the digital -meter indications to be read and entered
on the transmitter operating log, but require that either another digital
meter or a conventional dial -type meter be available for standby use. Under
these Rules, the digital devices must provide a readout of at least three
digits to an accuracy of at least 2%. Decimal points may be omitted.

Limitation Proposed on Microwave Frequency Diversity
Noting the increased drain on frequencies available in the microwave
spectrum, the Commission has proposed to limit the use of frequency diversity in microwave relay systems.
Under the proposed new Rules, a special
showing would be necessary to justify the need for frequency diversity,
including a need for the higher reliability intended to be accomplished.
Although the new Rules will affect principally the common carriers, the
Commission inquiry foreshadows similar limitations on the employment of
frequency diversity by broadcast licensees for studio -transmitter links
and other microwave circuits.
Action Expected Soon on Low -Frequency Telemetering

After extensive study and analysis, the Commission staff has concluded
that the use of low -frequency audio tones on broadcast -station carriers
for telemetering purposes would not interfere with the operation of the
broadcast station either in normal day-to-day operation, or under emergency
conditions.
Earlier, some concern had been expressed, particularly with
respect to AM stations which are part of the BRECOM network.
The BRECOM
system employs frequency -shift keying of the carrier at subaudible frequencies (July 1964 Bulletin).
A formal proposal to permit low -frequency telemetering is expected from
the Commission shortly.
The adoption of the proposal will permit the elimination of the telephone pair now required for meter indications during
remote -control operation.

Short Circuits

The Commission has proposed the authorization of "wireless microphones" in
the 942-952 MHz band.
.A Florida UHF television translator has been authorized
to test local commercial orgination.
.Eighteen UHF television channels
(eight educational) have been assigned to Hawaii, the first UHF assignments in
the State.
.The Commission is proposing to require call signs and the names
of licensees to be displayed on STL and intercity relay antennas.
.The FCC
is moving its Washington Offices to 1919 M Street, N.W.; new telephone number:
.

.

.

.

(202)632-6300.
Reminder:
All former presunrise authority for AM stations expired with the
end of Daylight Saving Time on October 28.
Only stations which have received

presunrise service authority (PSA) may now operate with daytime facilities
prior to sunrise.

Howard T. Head

.

.

.

in Washington

IF YOU WANT A HIGH
POWER FM TRANSMITTER
WHICH USES TETRODES

DON'T BUY CCA
CCA S FM TRANSMITTERS ONLY USE GROUNDED GRID ZERO BIAS TRIODES..

CCA ELECTRONICS HAS BEEN PRODUCING STANDARD FM BROADCAST

TRANSMITTERS WITH GROUNDED GRID ZERO BIAS TRIODES SINCE
1962 140KW OR LESS). WE KNOW THAT SOONER OR LATER OUR
COMPETITORS WILL "DISCOVER" THIS SIMPLE, STABLE APPROACH.

WHY PAY MORE AND GET LESS

CCA

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION
716 Jersey Ave., Gloucester City, N.J. 08030.609456-1716

P,esent CCA grounded Grid users: WHOS, Decatur, Alabama WOZK, Ozark, Alabama KUAC, Fairbanks,
WSEB, Sebring, Florida
KCMS, Colorado Springs, Colorado WCOA, Pensacola, Florida
WLBA, Gainesville, Georgia WOPA, Chicago, Illinois WFMF, Chicago, Illinois WNWC, Arlington
Heights, Illinois WGNU, Granite City, Illinois WLBC, Muncie, Indiana WSIP, Paintsvine, Kentucky
WYGO, Corbin, Kentucky WLCK, Scottsville, Kentucky WNES, Central City, Kentucky WMAS, Springfield,
Massachusetts KSWM, Aurora, Missouri WRIO, Wildwood, New Jersey KOTO, Alamogordo, New Mexico
WAGY, Forest City, North Carolina WAEF, Cincinnati, Ohio WAKW, Cincinnati, Ohio KLCO, Poteau,
Oklahoma KWHP, Edmond, Oklahoma KXLS, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma KPNW, Eugene, Oregon
WDAS, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania WIFI, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania WIBF, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
WBVB, Union City, Pennsylvania WAMO, Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania WFMG, Gallatin, Tennessee WDIA,
Memphis, Tennessee KNDX, Yakima, Washington WRVM, Suring, Wisconsin
Alaska
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Harvey's is selling stuff
you may not know exists.
There's an information gap in the broadcast and recording
fields today. Sometimes we find ourselves distributing an exciting
new product that many professionals don't even know exists.
For example, did you know that there's a new
boom headset with built-in microphone
that's so light you can actually forget you're wearing it?
It can pick up two different signals at once. It's
interchangeable with any standard boom headset. And if
you want one now, Harvey's is the only place you can get it.
Also, there's now a complete console mike
channel so small, you can hold it in your hand. Yet it
includes a fader, program equalizer, line -mike switch
with input pad, revert -send channel and pre- and post echo switch. With a few of them you can put together a
complete console in a couple of days instead of months.
It's revolutionarv-yet, just about the only people who know of it
are Harvey customers. Because just about the only place you can
get it is Harvey's.
There's much more that's new. We have several new
low-cost microphones that sound just as good as the most
expensive mikes of a few years ago.
And so on. And so on.
Harvey's is in the habit of finding new equipment and
distributing it before anyone else does. Often before anyone
else knows about it, in fact. That's why almost every major
sound studio and radio station already deals with Harvey's.
Help us close the information gap in the broadcast and
recording fields. Call or write Harvey's regularly.
Open an account, if you want, and we'll start sending
you our newsletter.
You don't necessarily have to buy anything.
We'll just feel a lot better if you, at least, know what exists.

Harvey- Radio Co., Inc.

Professional A/V Division, 2 West 45th St., New York, N.Y. 10036 (212) JU 2.1500
Circle Item 19 on Tech Data Card
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NEWS OF THE INDUSTRY
MN

NMI NE 111111111

lowing presently established divisions:

CATV Firm
revealed

been

it has

that the respective

boards of directors of General Instru-

ment Corp. and the Jerrold Corp.
have agreed to the merger of the two
companies. General Instrument will
issue seven -tenths of a share of its
common stock for each of the 2,381,570 shares of Jerrold common presently outstanding. It is contemplated
that Robert H. Beisswenger, president,
and Paul A. Garrison, vice-president

-operations, of Jerrold will become
directors of General Instrument.
General Instrument's sales in the
fiscal year ended February 28, 1967,
when combined with those of Universal Controls, Inc., which it is acquiring,

totaled $205,000,000. General

Instrument will have outstanding approximately 3,816,000 shares of common stock and 520,000 shares of
preferred stock after completion of
Controls acquisition.
Jerrold's sales for the same fiscal
year were $50,000,000.
The transaction is subject to rethe

=M

Continental Corp. will have the fol-

Merger Involves

In a joint announcement,

NMI 1M =I

Universal

ceipt of a favorable tax ruling as to
the tax-free nature of the transaction
to the Jerrold stockholders, and to
approvals of stockholders of both
companies.

Superior Cable Div., responsible for
all wire and cable operations; Systems
Equipment Div., responsible for production of communications hardware,
accessories, and cable pressurization
equipment; and the Electronics Div.,
responsible for production of electronic communications equipment.
New divisions include Superior Sales
and Service Div., responsible for sales

and marketing of all Superior Continental

products;

Communications

Apparatus Co., responsible for production of telephone and communications equipment and accessories;
and Continental Telephone Laboratory.

J. H. Bowman, Superior Continental's vice-president, marketing,

also

will serve as general manager of the
new Superior Sales and Service Div.
R. F. Apple will be division manager
of Communications Apparatus Co.

Warren Bender will be director of
Continental Telephone Laboratory.
The new name recognizes Superior's assignment as the manufacturing

and supply arm of the Continental
Telephone Corp.

Sales Representative Named

Antenna Manufacturer Merges

ELSCO, Electronic Sales Corp., has
been appointed to represent TeleMation CATV products in the Inter-

The merger of Jampro Antenna

engineered and installed TV systems

Co. with Computer Equipment Corp.
has been announced. Jampro will
operate as a division of CEC, and
no personnel changes are contemplated.

Jampro, founded in 1958, occupies a 14,000 -square -foot plant and
an antenna test range. It has 30 employees.

CEC's activities now include Vega
Electronics Corp., the Bendix Marine
Division, and seven other electronics
companies.

New Name
A new corporate name and a num-

ber of organizational changes have
gone into effect at Superior Cable
Corp. Effective September

1, Superior became Superior Continental
Corp., heading a group of manu-

facturing and sales divisions including some newly created units.
Under the new structure, Superior

The SPECTRA

k.

TV Optoliner
locks in

on accuracy

mountain West. ELSCO has

for schools, universities, broadcast
stations, industry, and the military.

Regional sales managers are located
in Denver; Scottsdale, Arizona; Albuquerque; and the Salt Lake City
home office.

Wood Tower Razed

One of the country's last remaining wooden radio broadcast towers
is being replaced at the University
of North Dakota's KFJM. The 165 foot structure has been serving the
campus broadcasting facility for 31
years.

The tower, which supports an antenna wire, is being replaced by a
steel tower located northwest of the
campus to avoid problems with blan-

The SPECTRA TV OPTOLINER is a high reso-

lution, precision TV camera tester that locks
in on accuracy by enabling microscopic testing and alignment. This accuracy is accomplished by inserting slide mounted test patterns into the Optoliner and accurately aligning and focusing the image to the center of

the camera lens (within 0.002") while a
constant, adjustable light source monitored
by a special meter indicates the exact illuminance and color temperature falling on
the face of the image tube. Now being used
by RCA in their Burbank production facility,
the Optoliner is ideal for production line

operations, quality control functions and
standards labs. For specific applications,
write or call:
*Trademark of Photo Research Corp.
Kart Freund,
President

keting interference.

The construction of the old wood
tower corresponds with the beginning
of regular educational programming
by KFJM. Until the 1930's the radio

PHOTO RESEARCH corp.
PFICTOMETPIC -OUIPMENT FOR SCIENCE AND INDUSTRY'.

873 N. Cahuenga Blvd., Hollywood, Calif. 90038
Cable: SPECTRA
Telephone: (213) 462-6673

Circle Item 20 on Tech Data Card
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HOW TO SAVE

ABOUT $40,000
ON A SUPERB

SLIDE CHAIN
Telemet's Color Flying Spot Scanner
costs $15,000 and our Color Encoder
costs $2,800. That's a total of
$17,800 for an excellent Slide Chain

-and $40,000 less than you'd
normally pay! It's ideal both for studio
use and remote truck installation.

COLOR FLYING SPOT SCANNER,

MODEL 3420-A1

50 slide magazine* Random selection Remote control (optional) Built-in power supply
Built-in gamma correction Rack mount 19" x
261/2" Solid state circuitry 600 line resolution
*Double drum slide changer quoted on request.

It

`& TELEMET
C\ G S

-COMPANY
)

-

185 DIXON AVENUE
AMITYVILLE, NEW YORK 11701
TELEPHONE: (516) 541-3600

COLOR ENCODER, MODEL 3251-B1

All solid state R -G -B -Y inputs Modular construction Fully self-contained Rack mounting
71/2" high

Circle Item 21 on Tech Data Card
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A PROMISE IS A PROMISE

Broadcasters in all parts of the country purchased Collins
900C-1 Stereo Modulation Monitors before type -approval
rules and regulations for stereo monitors were established
by the FCC.
Collins promised these customers that their 900C-1 units
would be modified to meet any forthcoming type -approval
requirements.
Rules and regulations concerning stereo monitors were
announced by the FCC earlier this year, and Collins has
written to all 900C-1 customers, reminding them of the
modification to which they are entitled.
If your station has received one of these letters, don't delay
returning the modification request form.
We want you to have a type -approved monitor.
And we want to keep our record of always keeping our
promises.

COMMUNICATION /COMPUTATION /CONTROL

COLLINS RADIO COMPANY / DALLAS, TEXAS CEDAR RAPIDS, IOWA NEWPORT BEACH, CALIFORNIA TORONTO, ONTARIO
Bangkok Frankfurt Hong Kong Kuala Lumpur Los Angeles London Melbourne Mexico City New York Paris
Circle Item 22 on Tech Data Card
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station operated on a more commercial basis, broadcasting music contests
and sports events in addition to a
daily noon program. The first formal

KFJM broadcast took place Oct. 22,
1923, but the station's history goes
back to 1911. In 1913, it was broad-

All Digital Color

casting standard time signals and
official forecasts from the Univer-

Sync Generator

sity's weather station.

WWVH Radiation
Pattern Modified

In order to improve reception in
the Pacific and Far East of signals
from standard - frequency station
WWVH at Maui, Hawaii, the radiation patterns at 5, 10, and 15 MHz
have been modified by installing parasitic reflectors on the existing anten-

nas. (No change has been made in
the 2.5 -MHz radiation pattern which
remains omnidirectional.) WWVH is
Exclusive Features All pulses and transitions clock derived

Add -In Modules Monochrome Genlock

operated by the National Bureau of

No monostables - no delay lines
Integrated circuit reliability
Dual outputs - permit pulse assignment with
full standby
Subcarrier vs. horizontal jitter better than

Bar Dot Generator
Color Genlock
Sync Changebver Switch

merce).

Monochrome
Model TSG-2000M

0.25 nsec.
Pulse jitter better than 4 nsec throughout frame

13/4" rack space - including all "Add -In"
modules

$1,000

Standards (U.S. Department of Com-

The design and locations of the
reflectors are such that maximum
radiation is transmitted in the di-

rection of Manila with an effective
gain of approximately 3 dB, without

degradation of the radiation inten-

Color
Model TSG-2000C

$1,500

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

sities in the directions of Alaska and
New Zealand. However, there has
been a decrease of about 6 dB in the
direction

of

the

main

continental

portion of the United States.

Transfer Approved

NEW poRTA-SYNC'"

The FCC has announced approval
of the transfer of the construction
permit for Cleveland channel 61 from
the Superior Broadcasting Corp. to
WKBF Inc., a partnership of Kaiser
Broadcasting Corp. and Superior, a

Identical
Performance
at a Great
Savings!

Cleveland company. WK BF - TV,
which will be Cleveland's first independent television station, will be
operational in from three to five

PORTA -SYNC
Eiu STNC.1.11.0NIZING6ENERAT6R
,4013E,

Ideal for

. REMOTE FIELD APPLICATIONS .
PORTABLE TEST GENERATOR . .. SYSTEM SPARE
.

.

.

. FULL TIME DUTY. Economical, yet absolutely
no sacrifice of waveform performance.
Specifications are the same as Models
TSG-2000M/C, but Add -In modules are not
available because of ultra -compact dimensions of
31/4" h x 51/4" w x 10" d.
.

For complete details, request Form TPB-30

months. Three million dollars have
been allocated for facilities and pro-

.

Monochrome
Model TSG-1000M

$695

ORGANIZATIONS

Color
Model TSG-1000C

$1000

Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.

.... from TeleMation - where experience powers pacesetting products!
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INC.

2275 So. West Temple / Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Telephone (801) 486-7564
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gramming.

IEEE

Papers to be presented at the IEEE
Western Conference on Broadcasting
will

cover such

topics

as

special

antennas, color TV, satellite broadcasting, laser communications, CATV,
and the use of time-sharing computers
in designing equipment.
Dr. A. R. Hibbs, senior staff scientist at Jet Propulsion Laboratories,
Pasadena, will present a Thursday

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

afternoon luncheon talk on, "Television Photography in Space." He will
show photographs of the moon and
Mars which have been made by
television techniques and transmitted
to earth by both television and radio
means.

Dr. Owen De Lange, Bell Telephone Laboratories, will be the fea-

M LT1 CASTER Tm

tured luncheon speaker on Friday. His
subject is "New Laser Applications."
The symposium is scheduled for November 9 and 10 at the Ambassador

Video Control Center / Model TMV-650
A SIGNIFICANT NEW CONCEPT FOR TV PROGRAMMING

Hotel, Los Angeles.
NAB

Members of the NAB Small Market

Radio Committee met recently with
three members of the Federal Communications Commission to discuss
problems of the smaller radio stations.
The committee, headed by Raymond

A. Plank, owner of WKLA, Ludington, Mich., met with Chairman Rosel
Hyde, Commissioner Robert T. Bartley and Commissioner Robert E. Lee.
Among the points presented to the
commissioners were these: Julian F.
Haas,

president

and

manager

of

KAGH, Crossett, Ark., told of the
difficulty in testing applicants for
third-class engineering licenses and

asked for relief for stations in markets

distant from testing sites. John W.
Jacobs,

Jr.,

president and

general

An entirely new approach n the design
of TV sdnchronizing, control and
swrchi-ig, the MULTICASTER* system
concept will operate in three different
modes: 1) Synchronous Industrial,
2) Exte-nal EIA, 3) Internal EIA.

the preview bus is mechanical. A
split -arm fader controls the viceo output
from both program buses. Camera
tally lights follow the fader arm position
while switch buttons are lighted as
selected. Provisions are mace for
remote control switching of one program
The Synchronous Industrial mode
offers the extra economy of 2:1 interlace bus. All video inputs are "looping for convenient system redistritution.
with smooth, no -roll switching for
A unique Video Level Meter enables
multiple camera CCTV app !cations not
requirirg EIA sync. The -MV-650 will cameras to be set up without a waveform
monitor.
Pedestal and video gain
accept external EIA sync arid blanking for all cameras can be controlled at the
or optimally may include a plug-in EIA
sync generator to fully comply with FCC Control Center. Low cost, incustrial
local control cameras are utilized
broadcEst requirements. In all modes, type.
for all
modes. thus adding
vertical interval solid-state switching is
greatly to the cost savings.
utilized on both program buses while

manager of WDUN, Gainesville Ga.,
asked for assistance in eliminating

WRITE for complete details - request Form TPB-140

Trademark. TeleMation. Inc.

excessive paperwork. Ted A. Smith,
vice-president and general manager

of KUMA, Pendelton, Ore., said the
requirement that broadcasters adverfor renewals
and changes of facilities in newstise their applications

papers is unfair to stations and to the
public since many people do not read
newspaper legal notices. Frank

CAB LE

ER

TM

Video Control Center / Model TMV-600

Balch, general manager of WJOY,
Burlington, Vt., urged standardiza-

tion of inspection techniques to serve
both the Commission and the broadcaster.
SMPTE

Additional winners of awards have
been named by the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers. Mr.

Alda V. Bedford, a fellow of the
David Sarnoff Research Center,
Princeton, New Jersey, is the recipient
of the

David Sarnoff Gold

1967

Medal Award. The award is in recognition of outstanding contributions in

the development of new techniques
or equipment which have contributed
to the improvement of the engineering phases of television. Mr. Bedford
retired

last

June

after

For less demanding system applications in ETV, CCTV
and CAN, the Model TMV-600 is identical to the
TMV-650 but provides only one vertical interval
program switching bus and toes not include the fader.

For

specificabonsrequest
Form TP8-90

.... from TeleMation - where experience powers pacesetting products!

T
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2275 So. West Temple / Salt Lake City, Utah 84115
Telephone (801) 486-7564
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Take a real close look. We are
proud of this original microphone
used by so many top recording
artists. Now, like any successful
product, it is being copied in
appearance. However, there are
any number of top performance
characteristics, which we doubt can
be duplicated, which will continue to
make the D -24E first choice of
foremost entertainers as well as
recording and broadcast engineers.
The D -24E boasts a wide and smooth
frequency response (an individually
plotted frequency curve is supplied

with each unit); no popping nor
harshness, plus above average

cardioid characteristics to guard
against feedback.
Write for details or see your local
dealer today. He will show you
many more advantages.

COME ON, TAKE A
One step removed,
the D-1 1 9ES provides

similar characteristics
such as good cardioid
and freedom from
popping. It may be
connected directly to

any amplifierhigh or low impedance.
With on -off switch.

1-6B

MICROPHONES HEADPHONES
OISTR$BuTEO BY

NORTH AMERICAN PHILIPS COMPANY, INC.

100 East ]no STREET, NEW YORK, NEW YORK 10017
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General Electric adds 15 KW
to their VHF transmitter line.
That's important even if you
need 30 KW output.

GE VHF Transmitters: 1 KW TT-49-A/B, 5 KW TT-50-

A/B; 10 KW TT-510-A/B; 15 KW TT-515-A/B; 30 KW
TT-530-A/B; A/B= Low Channel/High Channel
Write General Electric Co., Visual Communication Prod-

ucts Department. Electronics Park, Syracuse, New York
13201 GE -52

TT -515 A/B (5-1) 15 KW

The new GE 15 KW VHF transmitter, TT -515, takes up
only 24 square feet of floor space. The TT -515 combines
economical operating characteristics with no -fight maintenance, and quality performance.
Need 30 KW output? Install two TT -515 transmitters
in parallel operation. It's the ideal solution for power cutback flexibility, lower operating costs, and minimum floor

Frequency Range

-A Channels 2-6 (54-88 MCj
-B Channels 7-13 (174-216 MC)

Visual Output
Aural Output
Output Impedance
Power Consumption

15 KW Sync Peak
3.3 KW Nominal

space.

Convenience Outlets,
and Cubicle Lights
Compliance

The TT -515 has remote control capability via required
external landline and/or microwave terminal equipment.
Motorized controls are provided within the transmitter
for aural and visual power output.

Dimensions

50 01 -ms

708/230 Volts. 3 phase 50 cr
60 cycles, at approximately
35.5 KW Average pictwe (0.9PF)
42.0 KW Black picture (0.9PF)
117 Volts, single phase, 50 or 60
cycles, at approximately 500 watts.
Complies with applicab e FCC and
EIA Specifications.
96" wide x 37" deep x 83" nigh

GENERAL

ELECTRIC
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apparatus for sound -on -film motion
pictures. The citation reads in part:
"for the engineering and development
of a portable synchronous 1/4" tape
recording system of unique design

vote more time to long-range policy
planning as a member of the board
of directors.
William M. Gaskins is the new

the four -tube color camera.

resulting in exceptional speed stability
under widely varying conditions."

Mr. Stefan Kudelski, a Swiss precision machinist and transistor electronics engineer has been selected as
the recipient of the Society's 1967
Samuel L. Warner Memorial Gold

sion, Memorex Corp. Mr. Gaskins
has been associated with Memorex

PERSONALITIES
Mario Alves has been appointed
president and chief executive officer
of Riker Video Industries, Inc. Mr.

Medal Award. It is the purpose of this

Alves

award to do honor to the individual
by recognizing outstanding contributions in the design and development

a founder and current president of

division vice-president

the corporation, has relinquished his
administrative duties in order to de -

manager of the RCA Broadcast and

nearly forty-two years with RCA and
its predecessor companies. He is best

known for his contributions to the
principle of mixed highs, a keystone
in the development of color television.

He is responsible for the concept of

formerly president of
American LaFrance. H. Charles Riker,

of new and improved methods and/or

was

national sales manager, Supplies Divi-

for the past three years, since March
1966 as western regional sales manager. Previously he held positions of
responsibility at both IBM and North
American Aviation.

Barton Kreuzer has been appointed
and general

Communications Products Division.

Mr. Kreuzer has been division vicepresident and general manager, RCA
Astro-Electronics Division. He succeeds Charles H. Colledge, who is
retiring after a 34 -year career with

The Spotlight Is on

RCA.

In an earlier announcement, Max
Ellison was named manager, merchandising, for the Division's facility
at Burbank,

Superior Tape Cartridge Recording
and Playback Equipment

California,

succeeding

John Salani who has transferred to
the Division sales organization.

The retirement of Len Spencer as
technical director of Radio Station

CKAC, Montreal, has been announced. Mr. Spencer joined the staff
of CKAC in 1922 and had been with
the station continuously since that
time. Among the technical activities
during his tenure were experimental
television
1931.

transmissions

begun

in

Mr. Spencer has written numerous
books and magazine articles on broadcasting, and he will continue this

Model 500 Super B

activity. He is one of the original
Consulting Authors for BROADCAST

Model 400-A

ENGINEERING.

Allen T. Powley has been named
regional sales manager for Ward
Electronic Industries. Mr. Powley
Model 500 -BR

COMPACT 500 SUPER B SERIES-Completely solid state, handsome Super B equipment
features functional styling and ease of operation, modular design, choice of 1, 2, or 3 automatic
electronic cueing tones, separate record and play heads, A -B monitoring, biased cue record-

ing, triple zener controlled power supply, transformer output . . adding up to pushbutton
broadcasting at its finest. Super B specs and performance equal or exceed NAB standards.
Record -play and playback -only models are available.
RACK -MOUNTED SUPER B MODELS-The 500 -BR rack models offer the same Super B
design and performance features and are equipped with chassis slides ready to mount in your
rack. Each unit slides out for easy head and capstan cleaning and other routine maintenance.
All Super B models carry iron -clad full -year guarantees.
.

ECONOMICAL 400-A SERIES-Now even the smallest stations can enjoy Spotmaster

dependability with the low-cost, all solid state 400-A series, available in compact record -play
and playback -only models. Performance and specifications are second only to the Super
B series.
For complete details about these and other Spotmaster cartridge units (stereo, delayed programming and multiple -cartridge models, too), write, wire or call
today. Remember, Broadcast Electronics is the No. 1 designer/producer
of broadcast quality cartridge tape equipment . . worldwide!
.

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.
8810 Brookville Road, Silver Spring, Maryland 20910; Area Code 301, 588-4983
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began his career in broadcasting in
1926 as an engineer for WOR, New
York. Subsequently he worked for
Fox Movietone News and NBC in
Washington. He joined the WMAL
stations
1947,

as assistant supervisor in
and has been the stations'

chief engineer for the last 13 years.

OBITUARY
George A. Pyle, 48, chief engineer
for Midwest Television Stations WMBD AM -FM -TV, Peoria, Illinois, died

of a heart attack while at work on
Friday, September 8, Mr. Pyle had
been employed by WMBD for 28
years and had been chief engineer
for the station since 1955.

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

When engineers get together,
the conversation turns to pickups.

It's an irresistible topic.
Especially since Stanton came out with the Model 500 stereo cartridge.
That's an engineer's pickup, if there ever was one.
Beautiful curve-within 1 db from 20 to 10,0001Hz, 2 db from 10,000 to 20,000 Hz.
Fantastically small moving system to trace the wildest twists in the groove.
Light weight (only '5 grams!) to take advantage of low -mass tone arms.
And, of course, Stanton's legendary quality control.
No wonder engineers use the Stanton 500 for critical broadcasting
and auditioning applications.
And to impress other engineers with their pickaprnanship.
(Available with 0.7 or 0.5 -mil diamond, $30; with elliptical diamond, $35.
For free literature, write to Stanton Magnetics, Inc., Plainview, L.I., N.Y.)
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the multiplexer output to avoid overloading equipment under test. Price
of the Mark 81 is $390.
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Automation Cueing System
(50)

The Autocue solid-state 25 -Hz cue-

ing system for automation is offered
by Broadcast Products Co. The device

consists of a sensing amplifier, program -line filter, and tone generator.
It is intended to permit use of existing
tape equipment to provide an automation

or

background -music

system.

Features include self-contained 25 -Hz
cue -tone generator and timing circuitry, silicon solid-state design, program -line filter to eliminate the 25 -Hz

tone on playback. high selectivity to
avoid actuation on program material,
and the ability to record music tapes
or use prerecorded tapes. The unit
requires 3-1/2 inches of rack space;
its net price is $300.

Here's the smallest vertical attenuator
made in the U S A
another first
from Tech Labs, pioneers in vertical attenuators since 1937.
It uses little panel space ... only 1"
wide x 6" long. It provides quick change

1.5, others on order. Impedance ranges
are 30 to 600 ohms on ladders or "T's"
and up to 1 megohm on pots.
Don't wait, send for complete data today!
Need Video or Audio RotaryAttenuators?
All Tech rotary
attenuators are
precision made
for extended
noise -free service.
Many standard
designs available
and specials
made to your
specs. Send for

literature today.

Bergen & Edsall Blvds., Palisades Park, N.J. 07650

Tel: 201-944-2221

711

Video Signal Multiplexer
(51)

A video signal multiplexer, for use
with general-purpose video sweep generators, has been developed by Ball
Brothers Research Corp. Designated
the Mark 81, this unit adds EIA television synchronization pulses to the
output of video sweeping oscillators.
The composite video output is a test
signal in television format for measuring frequency response of video
amplifiers. Through the use of composite video test signals in a measuring operation, clamp circuits found
in many pieces of television equipment
do not have to he disabled. The Mark
81

TECH LABORATORIES, INC.
TWX: 510-230-9780

cartridges

is

Shure

available from

Brothers, Inc. The M75E features a
hiradial elliptical stylus. while the
M75-6 has a conical stylus with

.0006 -inch radius. The M75E is designed to track at from
to 1-1/2
grams. with optimum trackability obtained at a tracking force of gram.
The M75-6 has a tracking force range
of from 1-1 to 3 grams. Trackability
characteristics of this cartridge are

(actual size)

in 20 or 30 steps with balanced or unbalanced ladder or "T", or potentiometer circuits. Standard Db per step is

152)

A new series of Hi -Track phono

I

ATTENUATOR

of levels on multiple mixers and assures
long, noise -free life. Units are available

Phono Cartridges

also provides an output

to syn-

chronize a sweep oscillator with a TV
vertical sync pulse for stable oscilloscope display.
Absorption markers are provided at

identical to the M75E, when tracking
force is set at 2 grams. In all other
respects the two cartridges are identical. Both feature retractile stylus (to
prevent record damage) and built-in
stylus guard.
Also

available

within

the

M75

Series is a special conical stylus, the
N75-3, with a radius of .0025 inch,

which can he used with either the
M75E or M75-6 for playing 78 -RPM
recordings.

List price of the M75E is 539.50;
the M75-6 lists at $24.50. The N75-3
stylus is listed at $9.00.
Tungsten Halogen
Projector Lamp
153/

A tungsten halogen projector lamp
with an internal reflector is manufactured by Sylvania Electric Products
Inc. The new BCK lamp uses a TruFocus base and socket and is interwith existing CZA incandescent projector lamps.
The lamp has an all -tungsten interchangeable

nal structure, including the reflector.
The support structure required for the
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MORE THAN JUST THE BEST PRODUCTION RECORDER!
KUDELSKI

MGM

ACCESSORIES

ADD VERSATILITY -CONVENIENCE -QUALITY -ECONOMY

tb

,460

JAIWW.111W
Illt..11111110L-1111111110-

DH

BMT 3 -dial auxiliary mixer
input, makes
through
normal
available 3 microphones and a

line

self-contained

amplifier provides remote quality
monitoring during recording or
reproduction. Ideal stage loud-

speaker when shooting to Nagra
synchronous tape

input.

loudspeaker -

playback.

SLO synchronizer, used for self resolving when transferring from
tape to sprocket film. Also used
for synchronous playback of pre.
scored

music and suplies syn-

chronizing signal when camera is

driven by 60 or 50 cycle power.

HTN leather carrying case facili-

SV speed varier broadens Nagra
compensation capabilities when
transferring synchronous 14 -inch

tates

shoulder -slung

operation.

Three other models, HTF with
foam rubber lining, -ITP with
pockets for 5" reels and HTQ
with pocket for SQS venerator.

tape to sprocket -driven magnetic
film if camera ran at improper

speed during shooting.

NAGRA 1/4" Tape Sync Recorder
Lightweight-Portable
Fully transistorized-Self-contained
Neopilot synchronizing system
Three speeds -15, 7.5, 33/4 ips

Fast forward-Fast rewind controls
SQS time -sync generator makes
Nagra completely portable. Retains synchronous capability with-

out cable connections with camera

driven

separately from

Self-contained speaker
Closed loop servo motor drive
Lineup and bloop oscillators
Microphone and line inputs

BS preamplifier convert; the line
input to a second micrcphone in-

an

put for two -microphone mixing.

SQS time control or a power line.

1\11111miliamamilmilir

used

WFM, a precision instrument used
by service technicians to measure

with the ATN to charge 2.5 A.H.

the wow and flutter of tape

re-

nickle-cadmium batteries.

corders

PAR Automatic Attachment,

and

similar equipment.

ATN power unit provide; external
power to the Nagra. A so serves
a
synchronizing transformer
when camera is driven by 60 or

as

50 cycle power.

DISTRIBUTION-SERVICE-SALES

NAGRA
MAGNETIC
RECORDERS,
INC.
Fifth Avenue
New York, New York
Tel.: (212)
565

10017
SOUTH:RN CALIFORNIA SERVICE

661-8066

RYDER MAGNETIC SALES CORP.
1147 No. Vine Street

Hollywood, California 90038

Tel.: (213) 469-6391
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Lavalier

C13D filament and internal reflector
also are made of tungsten. The 500 watt BCK lamp has an average rated

(Continued from page 15)

cylinder. Since this tube serves only

as a shield against airborne noise,
and as a support for the transducer,

can be very thin. All that

it

life of 50 hours.
SLIDE RING

DIAPHRAGM

INNER CASE

TRANSDUCER

is

necessary is that it be opaque for
sound pressure. Naturally, touching

it would result in a large amount
of noise pick-up; however, this is
prevented by the outer case, which
is a relatively thick casing.

The inner case is suspended by

OUTER CASE

a spiral spring. Since the transducer
is primarily sensitive to axial motion, it is unnecessary to insulate it
against lateral movement. Close to
the transducer is a soft plastic ring
with a round cross-section, through

ilk-d
,i

SPIRAL SPRING

_V

Clip -On Wire Markers

deade,

API.

154)

The C -Type Markers made by the
Components Div. of Electrovert Inc.

which the inner tube can roll and

are a

slide along its axis, aided by means

signed for application after the connection has been made. They may be
removed at any time for recording
without breaking the terminal connection. Molded of rigid Polyvinyl -

of a lubricant. Besides permitting
freedom of axial movement for the

inner case, the ring and lubricant
act as an acoustic barrier,
separating the environment in front
also

of the diaphragm from the space
between the outer case and the
inner tube. To allow the inner case
to move as freely as possible, outlets in

the form of small open-

SPOTMASTER

Tape Cartridge
Winder

Fig. 8. A partial cutaway view shows
mechanical construction of microphone.

ings allow the displaced air to
escape, while acting as acoustic

baffles. The overall effect of this
design is to reduce microphone
sensitivity to noise pickup by 17
dB as compared to a similar unit
with a one-piece case.
Conclusion

The foregoing discussion has
presented some of the considerations involved in the design of a

clip -on type,

specifically de-

chloride (PVC), the markers are resistant to abrasion, grease, oils, and

chemicals; they are designed to last
the life of the wire and cable. Each
is an individual marker with any
numeral, letter, or electrical symbol.
A number of markers can be used to
form any code combination required.
The markers are available in fourteen

different sizes to fit a range of wire
and cable diameters from .080 inch
to .570 inch. They are packaged with
50 of the same size and marking (in
standard white with black markings)

to a pack. An assortment of colors
also is available.

lavalier microphone. Careful design

is necessary for response tailored
to produce quality equivalent to

that of a flat -response microphone

placed in front of a subject, This
response must be combined with
The new Model
TP-1A is a rugged, dependable and

precautions to reduce sensitivity to
vibrational sound pickup, thus enabling the speaker to move about.

reel sizes. High speed winding at
22Ir per second. Worn tape in old

Bibliography
Olson, H. F., J. Preston, and J.

field tested unit. It is easy to operate
and fills a need in every station using
cartridge equipment. Will handle all
cartridges is easy to replace. New or
old cartridges may be wound to any
length. Tape Timer with minute and
second calibration optional and

extra. Installed on winder or available as accessory. TP-1A is $94.50,
with Tape Timer $119.50.
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Write or wire for complete details.
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Griese, H. J. "Eigenschaften von
Modernen Mikrophonen," Radio
Mentor, Vol. 29 (1963 ), 414-418.

TV Monitoring Relay
(55)

Systems for remote video and audio

monitoring of distant operations or
events have been introduced by the
Micro -Link Systems unit of Varian
Associates. The systems, known as the
TVL Series, consist of compact micro-

wave transmitter and receiver units
and parabolic antennas. With the basic
Micro -Link TVL relay unit, the cam-

era can be located up to four miles
from the observation monitor. How -

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

ourVG 2100

special effects unit

gives you 32 wipes with
12 rewipes....plus outstanding
design and performance
If station operators got together and designed their own special
effects unit, it would probably look and perform like The VG 2100with operator -oriented design features like these: color matting
with single joystick control of color hue and saturation throughout
the full NTSC spectrum; positioner unit designed to allow smooth
motion in any direction, with audio oscillator to modulate any wipe
pattern; exceptional frequency response and differential phase
and gain specifications.
The VG 2100 easily integrates into any existing switching system.

And the price is so low for a unit of this quality that it simply

cannot he met by any other manufacturer. For complete technical
information, write:

CENTRAL DYNAMICS CORPORATION
HEAD OFFICE: 903 Main St., Cambridge,

November, 1967
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Solid State Circuit Boards
Featuring Professional Performance
at Low -Budget Prices

ever, repeater units and amplifiers can

extend this range. TVL systems are
color capable and can provide multichannel transmission.

The complete transmitting and receiving equipment comprising the basic

TVL system costs $4060. excluding

Model AA -100

masts or towers.

$695
Model AA -300

$1495

AUDIO AMPLIFIERS
Transistorized audio pre -amplifiers and

Model AA -100

amplifiers capable of delivering 200
MW of audio power, sufficient to drive
a small speaker or a number of earphones. The AA -100, which includes a
mounted volume control, is designed
for general purpose audio applications
and can also be used to modulate the
TR-100 Transmitter (see below). The
AA -300, a 200 MW amplifier, has excellent frequency response and low
distortion characteristics which make
it ideally suited for broadcast, recording, and TV applications. Either ampli-

Frequency
Response

Harmonic

Distortion

4-3 db, 100 to
I21( cps

DROPOUT
ON

SIEN 6 TIME

COLOR

-±.1 db, 20 to 20K cps @ 200 MW
J-2 db, 20 to 351( cps @ 100 MW

Less than 1%, 20 to 20K cps

Less than 3%,
100 to 12K cps

@ 100 MW

OFF

CHROMA DETECTOR

Less than 2%, 20 to 20K cps
@ 200 MW

Input
Impedance

100K ohms
(shielded

Cain

70 db

Output
Impedance

200 MW

Circuit
Power

50 to 150 ohms, or 600 ohms,

150, 600, and
transformer)

fier may be powered from a 9 volt
source such as a battery or the PS -300
Power Supply. In applications where

AUTO
ON

Model AA -300

balanced (mu -metal shielded
permalloy core transformer)
21( or 1001( ohms unbalanced

80 db, 50 ohm input, 8 ohm load
500 ohms and 8 ohms (grain oriented transformer)
5 transistors,
1 thermistor

7 transistors, 1 thermistor

greater audio power is required, the

Supply

9 volts DC, 50 MA

9 volts DC, 100 MA

AA -100 or the AA -300 may be used to
drive the Model AA -400 Power Amplifier (see below).

Size

We L x

8" L x 21/4" W x 11/2" H

Weight

31/2 ounces

13/4" W x 1" H

Chroma Detector
(561

The 2610/2620 Series chroma detector is now being manufactured by
Cohu Electronics as an accessory for
operation with Cohu 9800 Series color
video encoders.

12 ounces

When a transitation from color to

1 -WATT AUDIO POWER AMPLIFIER
Model AA -400

$995

A transistorized audio power amplifier that can be driven to a
full 1 -watt output by a 1.5 volt signal. When the AA -400 is
used with the Round Hill AA -100 or AA -300 Amplifier, a
complete high gain, 1 -watt audio system is obtained.
Power can be furnished by any stable DC source delivering 14 volts at 150 MA, such as the PS -300.

1 db, 20 to 20K cps @
1 watt
Less than 1.5%, 20 to 20K
cps @ 1 watt
500 ohms and 2,000 ohms

Frequency Response

Harmonic Distortion
Input Impedance

Output Impedance
Circuit
Power Supply
Size

Weight

4 to 16 ohms
4 transistors
14 volts DC, 150 MA
31/2" L x 2" W x 2" H
3 ounces

REGULATED POWER SUPPLY
The PS -300 is a zener-referenced, voltage regulated

power supply which delivers a highly stable, extremely low ripple DC output of 9 volts with loads
up to 200 MA and an unregulated output of 14

controlled by a screw -driver -slotted adOutput Voltage
Size

Weight

9 volts DC fully regulated;
14 volts DC unregulated
41/2" L x 2" W x 11/2" H
23 ounces (with transformer)

TRANSMITTER
The TR-100 is a complete crystal controlled Transmitter for the Citizens' Band. It is factory pre -tuned

panel connector.
Price of the unit is $750.

ments are 9 volts DC which can be obtained from the

$1095

PS -300 Power Supply.

Crystal controlled, 3 transistors

Any CB channel (channel 10
crystal supplied)
CW or AM with external modulator
such as Round Hill AA -100

Frequency Range

Modulation

justment. Indication and disabling of
the chroma-deletion function may. be
remotely controlled through a rear -

and supplied with a channel 10 crystal. The Transmitter is capable of an RF output in excess of 100
MW and may be modulated with the Round Hill
AA -100 Amplifier. Transmitter power supply require-

Model TR-100

Circuit

modules for insertion into a mounting
frame. The solid-state etched circuit
boards plug into the frame, mating
with connectors on an interconnection
inches in a standard I9 -inch rack.
Sensitivity and dropout delay are

circuit applications requiring a well -filtered regulated DC source, and may be used to furnish
power to all Round Hill circuit boards.

105-120 volts AC, 60 cps, 5 watts
Line -1- load 5 MV
Ripple
Under full load 10 MV, peak -to -peak
Maximum Load Current
200 MA

during monochrome transmissions.
The chroma detector. and regulated
power supply, are designed as plug-in

board. The unit occupies 1-3/4 vertical

volts DC. The PS -300 is ideally suited for transistor

Input Voltage
Regulation

monochrome broadcasting occurs at
the encoder input, the chroma detector automatically deletes the burst and
chrominance signals from the encoder
output, reducing chrominance noise

RF Output
Power Supply
Size

Weight
Additional CB Crystals

100 MW, 50 ohm load
9 volts DC, 50 MA
51/2" L x 1.3'4" W x 2" H
31/2 ounces
$3.00 each

...

crvzi ROUND HILL ASSOCIATES INC. A SUBSIDIARY OF MILO ELECTRONICS
MLA 434 Avenue of the Americas, New York, N.Y. 10011
PLEASE SEND ME THE FOLLOWING CIRCUIT BOARDS:
MODEL
QTY. PRICE ea. AMOUNT
AA -100 AUDIO AMPLIFIER
$ 6.95 $
$14.95 $
AA -300 AUDIO AMPLIFIER
AA -400 AUDIO POWER
AMPLIFIER
PS -300 POWER SUPPLY

TR-100 TRANSMITTER
CB CRYSTAL (channel.

64

)

$ 9.95

$

$18.95
$10.95

$

$ 3.00

$

TOTAL:

$

0 Send postpaid-enclosed is full payment.
0 Send C.O.D.

NAME
ADDRESS

Phase -Control Unit

$

(571

CITY
STATE

A new phase -control unit for use
ZIP

in sweep testing CATV systems is

a

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

product of the CATV Systems Div.

The new one

the right one
for 3000-watters!

of Jerrold Electronics Corp. The unit,
designated PCU-60, is designed for

or impossible to use the 60 -Hz horireference. Necessary variable -voltage
60 -Hz reference voltage is provided
by the unit.
The dual input permits acquisition
30 -volt power or from a standard 115 source. A switch on the unit

permits selection of either input.

The PCU-60 has

a

controllable

minimum space (modular con-

struction permits table -top
mounting as well) ; $40.00 per
rack. SPOTMASTER Lazy

BROADCAST ELECTRONICS, INC.

8800 Brookville Road
Silver Spring, Maryland

Video Tape Splicers
(581

New from Robins Industries Corp.
are a pair of video-tape splicers which
list for under $20. Model TSV-50
handles 1/2 -inch video tape, and Model
TSV-100 is for 1 -inch tape. Both

Operating
Remote Control?
Be safe and sure!

MEM=

models use pressure -sensitive patches
to make the splices.

The TSV-50 and 100, which have
replaceable blades and cutting pads,
come on a base with a "no -mar" bottom. Extra patches are available, also.
TT -247-1/2" patches for TSV-50 list
for $1.65 per package of 60. TT -2481" patches for TSV-100 list for $1.65
per package of 48.
159)

The Model STV-TB projector has
been introduced by the Kalart Co.,
Inc. for use in television distribution
systems which show films in the educational, broadcasting, industrial, and
military markets. The projector

111111

the ALL

AM RF AMPLIFIER
FROM WILKINSON!
Features of the Model TRF 1A:
VERY LOW DISTORTION AND
CARRIER SHIFT
BROAD GAIN CHARACTERISTICS

EXTREME STABILITY
EXCELLENT SELECTIVITY
ULTRA LINEARITY
PRICE:

$395

For complete details write:

features, as standard equipment, solidstate circuitry, lamp -brightness conoptical sound pick-up with
provisions for adding magnetic sound,
trols,

a 600 -ohm audio output,
November, 1967

racks. Store 100 cartridges in

Write or wire for complete details.

16 -mm TV Projector

Circle Item 32 on Tech Data Card

with RM-100 wall -mount wood

available at $12.90.

Features direct FM exciter, easy tunability,
and a very simple control system. Accessibility and maintenance are easy, too.

COMPANY

industry's
most comprehensive
line of cartridge tape equipment.
Enjoy finger-tip convenience

$145.50. Extra rack sections

Compact? Just 30" wide, 25V deep,
75" high.

Gr<ii Wet -

... from

Susan revolving cartridge wire
rack holds 200 cartridges. Price

Model 603 is economical and compactmade for the Class A station that wants to
transmit full power, horizontal and
vertical.

1601 California Ave.
Palo Alto, California 94304

RM 100

of the signal from a CATV system's

phase range of 0 to 330 degrees, and
it can be connected to the horizontal
input terminal of an oscilloscope by
means of a coaxial jumper provided
with the unit.

ELECTRONICS CORPORATION

Racks

zontal output of the generator as

It's the first new FM transmitter since the
forties that's designed especially for 3000 watt operation ... not just a scaled -down
version of high-powered equipment.

Model 603 is just one more advanced
product in the fine line of radio transmitting and audio devices from Bauer. Write
to us for full technical information on this
exceptional 3000 -watt transmitter.

Cartridge

toring oscilloscope make it impractical

volt

Ready for stereo and scA additions at any
time, Model 603 is basically designed for
3 -phase power supply but can be readily
furnished with optional single-phase when
3 -phase is not available or is too costly to
bring in.

Tape

use in tests where the distance between a sweep generator and a moni-

Bauer Model 603
FM Transmitter

Low tube complement and investment,
with power to spare, and straightforward,
uncomplicated circuitry - no gimmicks.

SPOTMASTER

a

built-in

ELECTRONICS, INC.
1931 MacDADE BLVD. WOODLYN, PA. 19094

TELEPHONE (215) 874-5236 874-5237

Circle Item 33 on Tech Data Card
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Ball Brothers Research Corporation designed the Mark IX
to out -perform any other video/pulse distribution amplifier
on the market. And as far as we know, it does.
Video differential gain is 0.25 per cent, and differential phase
is 0.25 degrees maximum. These low distortion
provide excellent sub -carrierperformance.
performance.
Pulse rise time is less than 50 nanoseconds. DA's on the Mark IX
are plug-in modules, each with its own pmer supply.
To make sure they perform the way we say they will,
we age them at nominal power for two weeks. Then we sell them
like this: Video and pulse DA modules are $255.
Sync -add option is $25. Ten -card chassis is $275. Two -card chassis

is $100. Data sheets are free. So is an evaluation
of the Mark IX in your operation.

BBRC BROADCAST TELEVISION EQUIPMENT

BALL BROTHERS RESEARCH CORPORATION

BOULDER, COLORADO 80302

TELEPHONE: 303/444-53

Circle Item 34 on Tech Data Card
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monitor speaker with volume control, and a 2000 -foot reel capacity.
remote
control, the magnetic sound playback,
and different lenses are available. The
basic model lists at $1250.

Optional

features,

such as

ptan02.

Antrgritp

VALUE

UPDATE YOUR CARTRIDGE EQUIPMENT TO NAB STANDARDS!

MMI has 2 -channel, in -line heads for
updating and replacement as well as
3 -channel heads for stereo cart machines. Write for Release Bulletin!

MINNEAPOLIS MAGNETICS,INC
2915

Huntington Avenue

Minneapolis, Minnesota 55416

Circle Item 36 on Tech Data Card
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Lightning Protector
(601

A lightning and transient protector,

Model 1420-01, for 120/208 -volt
three-phase power equipment is being
marketed by Joslyn Electronic Systems.

ig

The protector was developed

cottn&

especially to safeguard solid-state net-

works operating from commerical
power.

Transient rating is 10,000 volts,

1

x 40 sec wave, and 10,000 amps, 10
x 20 sec wave. Output is clamped to

less than 1000 volts peak at rating,
and less on lower transients. A companion Model 1414-06 clamps to less
than 1000 volts on 277/480 -volt sys-

tems. Rated lifetime of the models
is more than 2000 operations per
phase. The hermetically sealed spark
element is designed to contain all

discharge and emit no gases. Size is
14-1/4" x 9-5/8" x 10".
Price is $1200 for
models.

each of the

TECHNICAL
EDITOR -WRITER

Broadcast Engineering
has an immediate opening for a
technical editor -writer. One or

more years of college and an
FCC first-class radiotelephone li-

cense are required. Writing or
editing experience is desired.

Send resume and salary requirements to:
Personnel Director
Howard W. Sams & Co.,

SPARTA SHOWCASE CABINETRY modules customize your Control Room at a fraction
of normal cost! Rich woodgrain units can be mixed and matched and moved around

for maximum flexibility. Order as a complete studio control complex or in single
modules-with the SPARTA equpiment you require.
AUDIO CONSOLES -A wide selection of monaural and stereo models, ranging from

8 channel - 22 inputs to a 2 channel -3 input portable remote mixer. All solid
state for complete flexibility in your control operation and requirements.
TAPE CARTRIDGE SYSTEMS with dozens of new flexibility features: Multi -Cartridge

and single cartridge units for both rack and table top mounting. Both mono
and stereo models with separate or combined Record -Playback capabilities.

TURNTABLES and turntable systems and accessories for combined studio and remote
use. 3 speed in both 12" and 16" models.
WE ARE FLEXIBLE ON SHIPMENT, TOO!

Have a rush order? Call SPARTA right away!

Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street
Indianapolis, Indiana 46206

SPA IRTA
ELECTRONIC

CORPORATION

SACRAMEFLORINTO, CALIF. 95828
5851.

N-PERKINS ROAD

(916) 383-5353

Circle Item 35 on Tech Data Card
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No. 1 Ground -Gainer
With the EMCEE 1 KW Translator you can now get 10 KW E.R.P.
in a non -directional pattern - to cover an entire metro area
The 1 KW Translator dramatically increases the
broadcaster's span of TV coverage. This solid-

state, completely self-contained UHF unit has

the necessary control circuitry for automatic, unattended operation. It functions by
all

receiving an off -the -air television signal, converting it to a UHF -TV channel and re -transmitting it at 1000 watts peak visual power, 100

watts average aural.
With the EMCEE 1 KW Translator you now have

new territories to explore. Its 10 KW Effective
Radiated Power is strong enough to reach

otherwise inaccessible terrain; economical
enough to be the means of providing TV recep-

tion to areas that cannot support a television
station.

Want to learn how you can improve the color
performance in your outlying areas? Ask for
the free EMCEE Translator Information Kit that
proves how an alert broadcaster can increase
his coverage
discover new revenues
.

.

and become a

.

.

No.

1

.

.

ground -gainer with

EMCEE Translators.

Yes, EMCEE! want to roar like a lion in my
television coverage area. Send your free
I

EMCEE Translator Information Kit.
Name

Company
Address

City

State

Zip

EMCEE BROADCAST PRODUCTS, a division of
ELECTRONICS, MISSILES & COMMUNICATIONS, INC.
White Haven, Pennsylvania 18661 (717) 443-9575
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You can earn more money if
you get a Government FCC License
Cleveland Institute of Electronics

...and here's our famous
CIE Warranty that you
will get your License
if you study with us
at home

OF SUCCESS IN OBTAINING
A GOVERNMENT FCC LICENSE

A Cleveland Institute of Electronics
FCC License course will quickly pre-

pare you for a Government FCC
License. If you don't pass the FCC
exam after completing your course,
CIE will refund all your tuition. You
get an FCC License...or your money

NOT SATISFIED with your present in-

come? The most practical thing you
can do about it is add to your Electronics know-how, pass the FCC exam and
get your Government License.

back!

The demand for licensed men is
enormous. Today there are over a mil-

lion licensed broadcast installations

ates who take the exam pass it. That's
why we can afford to back our courses

according to Federal Law, no one is
permitted to operate or service such

trial plants like these, it's the licensed
technician who is always considered
first for promotion and in -plant training programs. The reason is simple.

with the iron -clad Warranty shown
above: you get your FCC License or

equipment without a Government

Passing the Federal Government's

your money back.

FCC License or without being under
the direct supervision of a licensed
operator.
This has resulted in a gold mine of

FCC exam and getting your License is
widely accepted proof that you know
the fundamentals of Electronics.

Mail Coupon for Two Free Books
Want to know more? Send the coupon

new business for licensed service technicians. A typical mobile radio service
contract pays an average of about $100

"tinkers" with electronic components
get an FCC License and start cleaning
up?

Electronics, together with our

a month. It's possible for one trained

The answer: it's not that simple. The
Government's licensing exam is tough.
In fact, an average of two out of every

special booklet, "How To Get A Commercial FCC License." If coupon has

three men who take the FCC exam

and address to us.

and mobile transmitters on the air, and
the number is growing constantly. And

technician to maintain eight to ten

such mobile systems. Some men cover
as many as fifteen systems, each with
perhaps a dozen units.
Opportunities in Plants

And there are other exciting opportunities in the aerospace industry, elec-

tronics manufacturing, telephone
companies, and plants operated by
electronic automation. Inside indus-

So why doesn't everybody who

fail.
There is one way, however, of being

pretty certain that you will pass the
FCC exam. That's to take one of the
FCC home study courses offered by
the Cleveland Institute of Electronics.
CIE courses are so effective that better than 9 out of every 10 CIE gradu-

CIE

below for free copies of our school
catalog, "How To Succeed In Electronics," describing opportunities in

been removed, just send your name
ENROLL UNDER NEW G.I. BILL
All CIE courses are available under
the new G.I. Bill. If you served on
active duty since January 31, 1955,
or are in service now, check box in
coupon for G.I. Bill information.

Cleveland Institute of Electronics
1776 East 17th Street, Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Cleveland Institute of Electronics

1778 E. 17th St., Cleveland, Ohio 44114

Please send me without cost or obligation:
1. Your 40 -page book "How To Succeed In Electronics" describing the job opportunities in Electronics today and how your courses can prepare me for

Matt Stuczynski, Senior Trans- Thomas E. Miller, Jr., Engineer,
mitter Operator, Radio Station Indiana Bell Telephone Com-

WBOE: "I give CIE credit for my pany: "I completed my CIE
First Class Commercial FCC Li- course and passed my FCC exam

cense. Even though I had only while in the Navy. On my dis-

six weeks of high school algebra, charge, I was swamped with job
CIE's lessons made Electronics offers from all over the country.
easy. I now have a good job in My only problem was to pick the
studio operation, transmitting, best one, and I did-engineer with
proof of performance, equipment Indiana Bell Telephone.CIE made
servicing... and am on my way the difference between just a job
L
and a management position."
up."

November, 1967

them.
2. Your book "How To Get A Commercial FCC License."
Age
Name
(Please Print)

Address
City
State

Zip

Check here for G.I. Bill information
Accredited Member National Home Study Council
A Leader in Electronics Training ...Since 1934
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We've got it made.

You put it together.

It's a new idea in custom consoles. We

furnish just about everything: the
basic cabinet and hardware (drilled,
punched, and beautifully finished),
plus your choice of solid-state pre/

line/booster/program and monitor/
cueing amplifiers; attenuators in
any configuration; high and low

pass filters; rotary or straight
line controls; mixer networks; VU

meter range extenders; matching
networks; stereo pan pots; program
equalizers; motion picture and turntable
faders; slating and talkback keys; jack
fields for any function; matching transformers; and any keys and switches you
may need.

The big idea is this: This new Altec

9200A control console is complete-

ly modular. You select and install
Altec amplifiers, controls, and

accessories to meet your
specific needs. The result is
a custom console at a fraction of

former costs, both in time and
money.
Modification to meet changing
needs is easy too. The basic cabi-

net accommodates up to 27

swing -out strip modules of 1%" and
TA" widths. Each module accepts a

variety of pots, equalizers, keys,
mixers. Up to 23 solid-state Altec plug-

in amplifiers fit inside the cabinet.

Instrument panel holds up to
four VU meters for program,
four in a "stack" for echo send channels,

plus graphic equalizer and jack panel.
And, you may assemble the consoles in
multiples if you have the need.

We've made it so you could put

it

together, simply, inexpensively and just
as you like it. And that's always a good

ALTEC.
A Division of L7,-77,7 Ling Altec, Inc Anaheim, Calif.

idea. You'll get more ideas by calling
your Altec Distributor, or for a very complete technical kit on the console, write
Dept. BE -11

Circle Item 39 on Tech Data Card
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ENGINEERS' TECH DATA
CCA-

features Sony/Superscope tape recorders, magnetic tape,
microphones, and accessories. Additional catalog has technical specifications of consumer and professional micro-

71. DELHI-Twelve-page catalog concerns towers and masts

80. SWITCHCRAFT - Bulletin 172 describes battery -operated

for Citizens -band and similar applications.
72. FINNEY-Information about Finco 75 -ohm

studio mixer, "Studio MixMASTER" Model 307TR.
81. UNIVERSITY-Three catalogs are offered; commercial sound
Cataiog '67-B lists 24 pages of PA speakers and accessories; dynamic -microphone catalog has four pages of cardioid and omnidirectional microphones and accessories;
high-fidelity Catal 4 '67 lists 16 pages of high-fidelity
speakers and systems.
nts wireless microphones
82. VEGA-Information sheet
and accessories.

ANTENNAS, TOWERS & TRANSMISSION LINES

70. CCA-Data sheet provides information about the

phones.

FMA-6710R FM circularly polarized antenna.
master -system

antennas is contained in brochure.

AUDIO EQUIPMENT
73. ALTEC LANSING-Literature consists of folder of information sheets explaining Model 9200 user -assembled modular
audio console.
74. ATLAS SOUND-Catalog 566-67 contains illustrations and
specifications of public-address speakers, microphone stands,
and accessories.
75. BELL P/A PRODUCTS-Commercial sound equipment catalog covers amplifiers, tuners, tape players, PA systems and
accessories.
76. FAIRCHILD RECORDING-Four-page leaflet describes Integra II 692 Series remote -controllable audio components
designed on plug-in printed circuit boards.
77. C.)UAM-NICHOLS - Catalog 67 gives information about
speakers for public-address, background -music, general replacement, and other applications.
78. SHURE-Professional products brochure is about microphones, circuitry, cartridges, tone arms, and microphone
accessories.

79. SUPERSCOPE-31-page catalog "All the Best From Sony"

CATV EQUIPMENT
83. TELEMATION-Four-page brochure tells about the Cable caster video control center for CATV.

COMPONENTS & MATERIALS
84. AMECO CABLE -16 -page brochure, "Ameco Cable Capabilities," includes listing of product line.
85. AUTOMATED MEASUREMENTS-Information sheet has as
its subject rem, tely programmable coaxial switches.
86. BENDIX-Application note on DC voltage -regulator modules
is available.
87. DIALIGHT-Catalog Sheet L-206 depicts indicator lights
accommodating incandescent T-2 bulbs with telephone slide
base (PSB type).

ROHN.
Mighty big
in towers
MICROWAVE
COMMUNIHOME P/
BROADCAST
CATIONS
AMATEUR
SPECIALTY TOWERS
Rohn dominance in the tower field is
CATV

based on the concept of giving the customer more than he expects to get.

Every step - engineering and design,
manufacturing, finishing,

warehousing,

all

AM
MODULATION

solid

turnkey tower erection service, accessories and equipment, worldwide representatives and service - all are dedicated to extra quality - extra satisfaction.

For further information contact

ROHN a

Home Office

state

MONITOR

The Metron Model 506B-1 Amplitude Modulation Monitor is a high quality instrument, field proven for several years.
FCC Type Approval 3-127
Compact-Only 51/4" high on a
standard 19" rack

All solid state circuits-silicon

P.O. Box 2000. Peoria. Illinois 61601
Ph. 309/637.8416 TWX 309/697.1488

transistors for greater reliability.

Low Cost-only $550.00.
When you replace your present AM Monitor,
buy the Metron 506B-1, your best value.
labs.

matron
Circle Item 40 on Tech Data Card
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METRON INSTRUMENTS, INC.
1051 South Platte River Drive

Denver. Colo 80223
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New...
BUDR-1
BALUN

AMPLIFIER

88. TROMPETER-Catalogs M-4 and T-6, listing coax, twinax,
and triax patching and switching products, are offered.
89. UNIMAX SWITCH-Unimax LBP Series 9 illuminated pushbutton controls are subject of 12 -page catalog.
90. ZERO-Eight-page Catalog P67 contains information about
Aluma-Trak aluminum chassis slides.

FILM EQUIPMENT
91. GENL ANILINE & FILM-Films, papers, chemicals, processors and supplies, printing and processing aids, and photofinishing supplies are presented in 44 -page catalog "Professional Photographic Products."

LIGHTING EQUIPMENT
92. PHOTO RESEARCH-Spectra line of incident -light exposure
meters, footcandle meters, and color -temperature meters is

described in product bulletins and data sheets.

MICROWAVE & STL EQUIPMENT
93. MICROLINK/VARIAN-Descriptive specification
about TVL Series TV -relay equipment.
94. MICROWAVE ASSOC.-Applications Bulletins

ACCEPTS BALANCED
OR UNBALANCED INPUTS
AND ELIMINATES
FREQUENCY INTERFERENCE
suited for distribution of video signals within the
studio or from remote locations. The BUDR-1 automatically cancels out generated unbalanced voltages,
and eliminates power hum or other spurious interference frequencies which could be induced into the
cable. Completely transistorized, it accepts either
balanced or unbalanced signal inputs while providing
four outputs, two balanced at 124 ohms and two unbalanced at 75 ohms. Choice of inputs is selectable
by a front panel switch.
Designed for operation on 105-120 volt, 60 Hz power,
the BUDR-1 provides high common mode rejection of
up to 50 db for power frequencies. Its signal handling
capability is 2 volts p -p. Differential gain is typically
less than 1% under normal use, and the gain is ad-

justable from -1.0 to +6.0 db. Frequency response
is ±1/2 db from 10 Hz to 10 MHz. The amplifier exhibits very low noise, typically 70 db below 1 volt.
Hum and noise together are less than 0.1 millivolt on

any terminated output, and all output lines are con
nected to front panel test jacks for in -rack monitoring.
Measuring 19" x 13/4" x 8", total weight is 5 pounds.

Price: $415.00. Please write for further information.

APPLIED ELECTRO
MECHANICS, INC.
2350 Duke Street, Alexandria, Virginia 22314
PHONE: (703) 548-2166

3

is

and

-

MISCELLANEOUS
AIR SPACE DEVICES-Booklet tells about Saf-T-Climb device

for preventing falls when structures are climbed.
97. GIBBS-Catalog sheets for Model 411A static converter,
crystal oscillators, and Model 438 frequency standard clock
are offered.

MOBILE RADIO & COMMUNICATIONS
98.

E. F. JOHNSON -16 -page booklet defines and shows equipment for Business/Industrial two-way radio.

RECORDING & PLAYBACK EQUIPMENT
99. AMPEX-Brochure V67-1 deals with VR-7500 closed-circuit
VTR; Brochure V67-2 covers VR-7500C closed-circuit color
VTR, AC -924 color corrector, and TRC-921 monitor/receiver;
additional brochure discusses Ampex Video Institute.
100. CROWN INT'L-Four-page brochure is on Crown Pro 800
recorders with computer -logic transport control.
101. ELECTRONIC ENG'G OF CALIF.-Eight-page booklet provides information concerning On Time editing and control
equipment for TV tape recorders.

102. JOA-Prices and data are given for new tape cartridges
and for cartridge -reconditioning service.
103. MEMOREX-Brochure describes helical -scan video tape in
a series produced for each type of recorder.
104. NAGRA-Synchronous 1/4 -inch tape recorders and accessories are subjects of leaflet.
105. SCULLY-Brochure on 1968 Model 280 recorder/reproducer
is offered.
106. STANCIL-HOFFMAN-Literature contains information about
magnetic recorder for mono or stereo on four separate
tracks.

107. TELEX-Descriptions of Viking Studio 96 and Magnecord
Models 1021 and 1022 tape recording and reproducing
equipment are given in literature.
REFERENCE MATERIALS & SCHOOLS
108. CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF ELECTRONICS - Pocket-size
plastic "Electronics Data Guide" includes formulas and
tables for: frequency vs wavelength, dB, length of anten-

Circle Item 42 on Tech Data Card
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4

relate uses of microwave TV relay in commercial and military applications; revised specifications of MA -2A and MA 7A relays are offered; and CCIR International Catalog SF
9501 is available.
95. WEINSCHEL-Short-form Catalog 4 contains data cn product
line of microwave components, instruments, and systems for
attenuation, phase, impedance, and power measurements.

96.

The new Model BUDR-1 Balun Amplifier is ideally

sheet

nas, and color code.
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109. GATES-A 91,2"
been prepared.

x

electronic -terminology chart has

121'2"

TELEVISION EQUIPMENT
110. BALL BROS. RESEARCH-Specifications and other information concern Mark 81 video signal multiplexer for adding
EIA sync pulses to the output of video sweep oscillators.
111. CLEVELAND ELECTRONICS - A 52 -page quick -reference
step-down die -cut catalog gives information on vidicon,
Plumbicon, and image -orthicon deflection components.
112. COHU- The 2610/2620 Series chroma detector, black burst
generator, drive generator, color lock, dot -bar -crosshatch

generator, color -bar generator, and color -bar encoder are
shown in data sheets.
113. COLORADO VIDEO-Literature describing 201-A and 220-A
"Slow -Scan" TV converters is available.
114. DYNAIR-Four-page, illustrated Bulletin 81C provides information on VS -121B solid-state video switcher-fader; separate sheet for remote -controlled version is included.
115.

116.

KALART--Kalart/Victor 16 -mm TV projector, Tele-Beam
large -screen TV projector, projection TV in schools, and
16 -mm sound motion -picture projectors are subjects of material.
PHILIPS B'CAST EQUIP'T-36-page booklet is titled "Norelco
PC -70 Plumbicon Camera
the Television Camera That
.

.

.

Sees Eye to Eye With the Viewer."
117. TV ZOOMAR-Literature covers TV Colorgard meter to balance color TV monitors, H.T.S. studio equipment, and News breaker 400 color film processor.
118. VISUAL-Literature package includes publications on TV
color film and slide scanner system, zoom image -orthicon
camera, video switching systems, Visual/Allen high -band
color video tape recorders, and Visual/Videograph display

STANDARD 12"
also available
in STANDARD 16'
and CUSTOM 12

A QRK is a "sound machine"
Depends how you look

.

.( or listen )at it! If you

business side of a QRK professional t u r n t a b 1 e.

watch what happens when you
Switch it on
ease the selector into the rpm you want. You'll see
just 3 rotating parts, and a chassis underneath that
is the same sound quality as the good looks topside. Even the "platter-dapter" that lets you play
any record without "pop-up" gadgetry is a sound
idea. QRK is loaded with features. The ones you
can't see simply show themselves off, year after
year after year.
.

.

.

Here's a sound idea . .. see your dealer today or call
or write us for complete information.
ELECTRONIC PRODUCTS

control unit.
119.

.

don't mind a little familiarity, visit your nearest
QRK neighbor and look under the console at the

2125 N. Barton. Fresno, Calif. 93703
Telephone: 209 255-8383 or 209 229-6128

VITAL-VI-500 color video stabilizing amplifier with AGC,
video and pulse distribution amplifiers VI -10A and VI -20A,

and VIX-60 solid-state switching systems are subjects of
literature offer.

Circle Item 43 on Tech Data Card

120. ZOOMAR, INC.-Material concerns TV Macro Kilar lenses
and Mark IV -B lens for closed-circuit applications.

TEST & MEASURING EQUIPMENT
121. BENRUS TECH. PRODS.-Catalog No. 704, "Benrus Electronic Instruments," features CRT display devices and other
instruments.

122. DELTA --Information sheet has as its subject the Model
RG-1 receiver/generator for use with impedance bridges in
antenna -system measurements.

123. SECO-Operating manual for the Model 107C tube tester
is available.
124. SENCORE-Eight-page catalog and a four -page supplement
catalog are offered.
125.

SIMPSON---Bulletin No. 2076 lists VOM's, VTVM's, oscil-

loscopes, other instruments, and accessories.
126. TRIPLETT-Catalog 51-T contains data on line of VOM's,
VTVM's, tube and transistor analyzers, and accessories.
127. WATERS MFG.-Leaflet shows RF instrumentation equipment available from this company.

IN THE HEART

MOVING?
Receive

BE

as usual at your new address

Write: BROADCAST ENGINEERING

OF CHICAGO'S LOOP

Year after year, Sherman House is host to
many of the most distinguished companies
and organizations in America. And not just

MEETINGS

because we have the facilities. Sure we have
meeting and banquet rooms to handle groups

COME ALIVE WITH

up to 3000, exhibit halls, seminar rooms,
and all the rest. But what makes 'em come

EXCITEMENT !

back for more are the extras. The excitement

of great restaurants, bars, and night club ...
all right in the hotel. Or stepping out on the street into the glitter
of dynamic downtown Chicago. If you want your meeting to be right

Circulation Department

in the middle of it all-this is the only place to be!

SEND FOR COMPLETE CONVENTION DETAILS

4300 West 62nd St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46206

November, 1967

el-IERMA.1\T HOUSE
IN CHICAGO AT CLARK, RANDOLPH, LA SALLE
Phone: 312/FR 2-2100 TWX: 312-222-0631
Daniel Amico, Vice Pres., Sales Manager
Circle Item 44 on Tech Data Card
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Applied Electro Mechanics, Inc.
Ball Bros. Research Corp.
8, 66
Bauer Electronics Corp.
65
Belden Mfg. Co.
20, 21
Delta Model 01B-1 Operating
Impedance
Bridge
measures "in circuit" im-

pedance of networks, transmission lines and antennas
while operating at full or

DELTA

reduced power. Accuracy:
±5% ± 1 Ohm. Power Rating: 5kw with VSWR of 3:1.

TRIO
Delta Model CPB-1 Com-

mon Point Bridge measures
common point resistance to

2% ± 1 Ohm, and reac-

for optimum

tance to ± 5% ± 1 Ohm
operating at full power.

monitoring

of your
Delta Model RG-1 Receiver

/Generator, a combination
signal generator with high
output power, and receiver

with excellent shielding and
metering for use with Model
01B-1 or any other impedance bridge.

antenna

system

AWith this "Delta Trio", you can either "spot check", or continuously monitor actual "on -the -air" operating impedance of
transmission lines, networks and antenna systems accurately to
maintain a "clean signal" at peak operating efficiency.
A If you're operating with a directional antenna, there's real value
in being able to keep the radiating system in close adjustment at
all times
continuously verify common point impedance to
insure full power output . . plus locating and correcting any
antenna problems-fast!
A Complete details and application data are available without
obligation-just write or call Robert Foley-(703) 751-3133.
.

.

.

.

DELTA ELECTRONICS
4206 Wheeler Avenue
Alexandria, Virginia 22304 U.S.A.
(703) 751-3133

Exclusive Export Distributor
ROCKE INTERNATIONAL CORPORATION
13 East 40th St., New York, N.Y. 10016 U.S.A.

Cable: "ARLAB"
Circle Item 45 on Tech Data Card
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BROADCAST ENGINEERING

Kits serviced, shipped. Professional, reason-

Professional Services

able. Also small broadcast rack and table
units, carts, tuners, limiters. Write: 109

..... NMI

4-67-tf

Pinetree, Woodbridge, Va.

VIR JAMES

Equipment bought, sold, traded.
Ampex, Fairchild, Crown, McIntosh, Viking.
F. T. C. Brewer Company, 2400 West Hayes
3-64-tf
Street. Pensacola, Florida.
Audio

FOR SALE: RCA TK60A camera only. First

CONSULTING RADIO ENGINEERS
Applications and Field Engineering

345 Colorado Blvd.

Phone- (Area Code 303) 333-5562

DENVER, COLORADO 80206
Member AFCCE

JOHN H. MULLANEY

reasonable offer takes it. Write Dept. 184,

and ASSOCIATES
Suite 71,
1150 Connecticut Ave., N.W.
Washington, D. C. 20036
Phone 202-223-1180

2 RCA TK60 camera chains including camera CCU cable cant head lenses.. Available
approx. 60 days. For further info call
Charles Robison WOOD -TV, Grand Rapids

Broadcast Engineering.

Member AFCCE

(116-459-4125.

11-67-1t

11-67-1t

Mono 600 Conax. Only a few hours use.

on your tape

Swift, professional service

JAMES C. McNARY

cartridge rebuilding needs. All work fully
guaranteed - virtually no audio dropout
with our splicing technique Write Broad cast Equipment Rebuilders, Route 2, Box
723, Connellys Springs, N. Carolina 28612.

Consulting Engineer
National Press 811g.

I

Washington 4, D. C.

10-67-tf

Telephone District 7-1205
Member AFCCE

Classified

$3511.00.

Boyd Recording. 2924 Le ...... on Ave.

East. Dallas, Tex.

Ampex VR-7000 VTR with 1" tape. Portable
case. Used 400 hours. New price $3400. Selling for $2800. Martin Shalek, 87 Fairmont
St., Malden, Mass. (617) 324-2411. 11-67-1t

For Sale: Excellent, reconditioned and re calibrated General Radio AM frequency
monitor, to your frequency, inquire. Eidson
Electronic Co., Box 96. Temple, Texas 76501.

CAMBRIDGE CRYSTALS
PRECISION FREQUENCY
MEASURING SERVICE
SPECIALISTS FOR AM -FM -TV
445 Concord Ave. Phone 876-2810
Cambridge, Mass. 02138

11-67-1t

Advertising rates in the Classified

Section are fifteen cents per word.
Minimum charge is $2.00. Blind box
number is 50 cents extra.

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT REBUILDERS ...

your headquarters for tape cartridge reconditioning, all work fully guaranteed! Write
Quin Morrison about your used equipment
needs. New Address: Box 276, Hickory, N.C.

11-67-tf

28601.

Equipment for Sale

AMPEX HEAD ASSEMBLY RECONDITIONING SERVICE for all Ampex pro-

fessional model recorders. This professional service features precision relap-

ping of all heads for maximum head life.
Your assembly is thoroughly cleaned and
guides are replaced as required. Price in-

cludes optical and electrical inspection
and complete testing on Ampex equip-

ment in our plant. Full track or half

track assemblies . . . $35.00. One to two
day service. "Loaner" assemblies available if necessary. LIPPS, INC., 1630
Euclid Street, Santa Monica, California
90404. (213) EX 3-0449.
tf

SPOTMASTER cartridge equipment and
accessories, Crow tape recorders, ORK.
(turntables and
Rek-O-Kut, Busse()
preamplifiers) Gray and Euphonies tone arms, Metron modulation monitors.
Universal Audio Products, l'ultec, NorelFitielipac and
co-A KG microphones.
Audiopak cartridges. Write for special
Box
Audiovox,
offers.
money saving
7007-55. Miami, Florida 33155.

11-67-tf

CO -AXIAL CABLE Heliax, Styroflex, Spiro -

CRYSTAL AND MONITOR SERVICE - Fre-

quency change and repair service for AM
monitors including G.R., RCA, Gates, W.E.,

and Doolittle; also H -P 335B FM. AM moni-

tors bought and sold. What have you, what

line, etc. Also rigid and RG types in stock.
New material. Write for list. Sierra -Western
Electric Co., Willow and 24th Streets, Oak5-66-tf
land. Calif. Phone 415 831-3527
Television / Radio / communications gear of

do you need? New or regrinding of AM

any type available. From a tower to a

crystals for RCA, Gates, Bliley, W.E.. and
J -K oven holders, repairs, etc. Fastest serv-

tube.

ice, reasonable

prices. Over 25 years

11-67-1t

in

this business. Eidson Electronic Co., Box
96. Temple, Texas 76501, Phone 817 773-3901.
2-67-tf

transmitters, cameras.
studio equipment, mikes, etc. Advise your
needs-offers. Electrofind Co., 440 Columbus
Microwave,

Ave., NYC. 212 -EN -25680.

Coils, Contactors, Switches, Complete ATU
systems. Top Quality, Lowest Prices, Fast
Delivery, No Duty. Write for catalogue:

Geleco Electronics Ltd., 2 Thorncliffe Pk.
Dr., Toronto 17, Ont. 416-421-5631. 11-07-12t

4 RCA TR-22 TV tape recorders with mono chronic ATC, color ATC, and non -phase color.

Three also include line lock and modified
head cover. One (with all modifications)

available now. Others this fall.
1 RCA TK-41C color studio camera chain.
George C. Wetmore, Director of Project
Engineering, \'TOP -TV, Washington, D.C.
11-67-1t

20016.

Equipment Wanted
We need used 250, 500, 5K & 10K Watts
AM Transmitters. No Junk. Guarantee
Radio Supply Corp., 1314 Iturbide St.,
Laredo, Texas 78040.

3-66-tf

8-64 tf

SPOTMASTERS WANTED-Model 500 ReCARTRIDGE TAPE EQUIPMENT

Completely reconditioned and guaranteed.

cord/Playbacks and Model 505 Playbacks.
Send full details to: BROADCAST PROD-

UCTS COMPANY, 18804 Woodway Drive,
Derwood, Maryland 20855 (301) 926-4600.

ROSNER TELEVISION

Spotmaster Model 500 Record/Playbacks,
$350.00. Model 505 Playbacks $250.00. 30 day money -back guarantee on all equipment.

SYSTEMS

BROADCAST PRODUCTS COMPANY

Wanted: Lampkin frequency meter type

18804 Woodway Drive, Derwood, Maryland,

ENGINEERS

120 E. 56 St.
New York

N. Y. 10022

I

CONTRACTORS

230 Newtown Rd.
Plainview
N. Y. 11803

20855

(301) 926-4600

3-67-12t

"AUDIO EQUIPMENT

- Whatever your

for equipment list."

Audio Distributors,

needs, check us first. New and used. Am pex, Altec, AKG, EV, Fairchild, Neumann,
Langevin, Rek-O-Kut, Uher, Viking. Send
VIDEO TAPE RECORDER
AUDIO HEAD ASSEMBLY SERVICE

Precision relapping of all heads and supporting posts, including cleaning and
testing. Ampex head assembly with "cue"
tracks, $75.00 complete. RCA units also
relapped. One to two day service. LIPPS,
INC., 1630 Euclid St., Santa Monica, Calif.
tf
90404. (213) EX 3-0449.
November, 1967

Inc., 2342 S. Division Ave., Grand Rapids,
Michigan 49507.

10-67-6t

105-11 in good condition. Must be complete

with books.Pete Russo, 359 E. 69th, Long
Beach, Calif. 90805.

11-67-1t

Monaural Audio Console in good condition.
record/playback cartridge machine and

playback only cartridge machine. Contact
Willis, \\'OMT, Manitowoc, Wisconsin 414(182-8247.

11-67-1t

6-66-tf

Everything in used broadcast equipment.
Write for complete listings. Broadcast
Equipment and Supply Co., Box 3141, Bris11-64-tf
tol, Tennessee.

Used 250, 1 KW AM Xmitter. No Junk.

KRSP-Radio, 1130 West 5200 South, Salt

Lake City, Utah 84107.

11-67-2t

75

Used 1 KW remote controllable AM transmitter, all types considered. Would prefer
Gates BC -1G or 250, 500 waiter which can
convert to 1 KW and remote control. Contact
Wally Dowhun, Chief Engineer, CKWW
Radio, 1150 Ouellette Ave., Windsor, Ontario.

Position available for experienced studio
maintenance engineer with broad background in tape -disc -console maintenance.

11-67-1t

11-67-1t

TELEVISION ENGINEER - Expanding instructional television system requires engineer with broadcast or ETV experience.

Employment
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS-Qualify for any
of the following positions: Technicians for
RCA Closed Circuit Television equipment,
Cameramen, Maintenance men, Video Tape
men, Video Engineers, Sales Engineers. RCA
Rep. 143-08 94th Ave., Jamaica, New York,
or (212) 297-7344.

Equipment includes three studio cameras,
film chain, four VR660's programming to
two channels on campus cable system. New
remote truck equipped with vidicon cameras. Applicant will aid and assist in design, installation, and maintenance of the
system, part time assistance with studio
and remote operations as needed. Salary in
the $700/mo/range. Send resume, address,
and phone number to Dr. Ralph Smith,
Director of Radio and Television, Illinois
State University, Normal, Illinois 61761.

To advance in electronics, knowledge and
ability are required. Grantham offers Correspondence and resident instruction, in
depth, leading to the degree of Associate in
Science in Electronics Engineering. G.I. Bill

approved. Credit for previous training and
experience allowed. Free Catalog. Write:
Dept. E-2, Grantham School of Electronics,
1505 N. Western Ave., Hollywood, California
90027.

resume to Nationwide Broadcast Personnel
Consultants, 645 North Michigan Avenue,
Chicago, Illinois, 60611. We have openings
for all qualified applicants and the em10-67-tf

6-67-tf

11-67-1t

7-67-tf

Electrical Engineers needed inunediately for
TV/Radio stations, manufacturers, and
CATV for all positions. Send well prepared

ployer pays our fee.

Training

Also accepting applications for mixers and
recordists. Send complete resume to Chief
Engineer, United Recording Corp. 6050 Sunset Blvd., Hollywood California. 90028.

Miscellaneous

"SOMEWHERE there is a young, ambitious
engineer with several years experience in
video engineering, and he is a sharp techni-

cian. This man is ready to move up to the
chief engineer position of a small TV station that is growing fast. He would start
at about $750.00 per month. He probably has

RADIO AND TELEVISION STATIONS for

a wife and children, mature, and would
like to live in the Rocky Mountain area.
He also has good leadership potential, and
would someday like to make much more

sale in all parts of United States. Qualified
buyers may receive further details by

somebody." Box 186.

New York 10001.

than wages. This is a great opportunity for

11-67-1t

writing to Inter -Media Communications
Corporation, 246 Fifth Avenue, New York,
1-67-121

Immediate opening for Broadcast Engineer.
All color

station, second class license or

better required. Send resume to WNYS-TV
Channel 9, Syracuse, Inc. P.O.
Syracuse, N.Y. 13214.

Box 9,
1 0-67-t f

Job Headquarters for all Radio and Television Engineers. Immediate openings exist
in 9 western states and elsewhere for qualified engineer and technical personnel. All
categories from trainees to experienced
transmitter maintenance, chief, assistant
chief, live color video maintenance and
technical operations. Send us your complete resume now. The AMPS Agency, 3924
Wilshire Blvd., Los Angeles, California
90005. Telephone DU 8-3116.

By Broadcasters-For Broadcasters 11-66-tf

BROADCAST EQUIPMENT
SERVICE MANAGER
A major manufacturer of broadcast equipment requires a
Service Manager with the ability to develop and maintain
a field service organization to support rapidly expanding
product lines. This is an opportunity to accept management
responsibility with a growing electronics firm. Technical
broadcast field service and supervisory experience required.
Headquartered in midwestern city. Limited travel. Compen-

sation commensurate with background and capabilities.
Full company benefits. Send resume to Box 185.

11-67-1t

Wanted: Engineer for college ITV facility.
Operation, maintenance, installation work.
Contact Dr. Swank, Central Missouri State,
Warrensburg, Missouri. Tel. (816) 747-3418.
11-67-1t

Electrical engineers are urgently needed

nationwide for television and radio stations,
broadcast equipment manufacturers and
CATV systems. Send resume to Nationwide
Broadcast Personnel Consultants, 645 North
Michigan Avenue, Chicago, Illinois 60611. No

fee and confidential.

11-67-1t.

1st Class FCC License Engineers. Prefer
experienced men, strong on MCA operations,
switching, VTR, and projection. Good salary
and benefits. Reply Kaiser Broadcasting
Corp., WKBD-TV, Box 359, Southfield (Detroit) Michigan 48075. Attention Al Martin,
Chief Engineer. Equal Opportunity Employer.
11-67-1t
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Heart Attack
Stroke
High Blood Pressure
Rheumatic Fever

BROADCAST ENGINEERING

To Black

and back.
International Nuclear's brand new TBG2
Black Burst Generator allows you to go
to black and back with perfection.
The TBG2 has two outputs available for
added versatility, and each have burst
phase and burst amplitude adjustments so
the two feeds can be matched under
any coidition.
The TBG2 has the industry's only continuously rotatable phase control, and it's

accurate to within one degree. All the controls
are on the front panel, and can be locked.
The TBG2 Black Burst Generator is small,
compact and lightweight. So is the price,
$475.00.
Write or wire or phone collect:
Ray Weiland, President
INTERNATIONAL NUCLEAR CORPORATION
608 Norris Avenue
INTERNATIONAL
Nashville, Tennessee
(615) 254-3365
"Transistorizing thr.
Television Industry'

NUCLEAR CORP.

Circle Item 46 on Tech Data Card

Your RCA broadcast tube
distributor gives you

with VIDICONS to
meet all your needs
For live color-color film pick-up-closed circuit-general broadcast
use-your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor provides the VIDICONS
you need-when you need them! Just as important is the latest
technical literature from RCA. He has it. Product inventory to meet
your needs NOW? See him. In total-your RCA Distributor offers
you support in depth to help you do your job better.
CHECK THESE
ADVANTAGES!

Resolution-Up to 1100 TV
lines limiting resolution or
60% response to 400 TV lines

CHOOSE FROM THESE TUBE TYPES:
RCA type
Application notes
4478
low-cost vidicons for non -critical
4488
closed-circuit applicatiors
7038
broadcast -quality pick-up for
7735B
studio and closed-circuit appli-

cations

8507A

Spectral Response-Panchromatic with high sensitivity in
all chroma channels

Highest sensitivity and lowest lag of any commercial
vidicons

Clean pictures-Due to stringent spot criteria

8572

separate mesh variant of the
7735B featuring high resolution
and high signal uniformity...
primarily for military and in-

dustrial applications
separate mesh variant of 7038

featuring high resolution and

high signal uniformity...for
broadcast film cameras
4493
4494
4495

8480/V1
8134/V1

live color pick-up in TK-42 transistorized camera
for color film pick-up in transistorized TK-27 ... no other tube
type will do

AVAILABLE FROM YOUR RCA BROADCAST TUBE DISTRIBUTOR
RCA Electronic Components and Devices, Harrison, N.J.

The Most Trusted Name in Electronics
Ask your RCA Broadcast Tube Distributor about the
comprehensive, new "RCA VIDICONS" booklet CAM -700

